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Abstract
With the massive growth of the use of computers and the internet in the past
decade, there has been an explosion on the volume of electronic documents
and mail. Due to this, people are becoming unable to make use of all this
information, and in order to keep it comprehensible to people, it is necessary
to order these documents into (hierarchical) categories. Classifying natural
language text documents into a fixed number of predefined categories, is
called text categorization or text classification (TC) and is used for tasks
like: email ordering / spam filtering, topic identification, document orgam-
zation and Web searching (e.g. Yahoo!). However, this increasing amount of
available information, also increased the size and complexity of these tasks.
Doing these tasks manually, became therefore, very time-consuming and
costly. This resulted in an increasing demand for automatic text classifiers.

In the past decade, a machine learning algorithm called Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM), gained a lot of popularity for constructing automatic text
classifiers. In this thesis I will do an elaborative study on automatic text
classification in general, and on these Support Vector Machines (SVM) in
particular. Based on this study I will set up a research, that will deal with
the choices that can be made in the design process of an automatic text
classifier, and conduct this research on a large-scale and complex real world
problem, to see what choices can best be made for such problems. The
problem that will be used in this research, is the text classification task of
2ehands.nl.

Based on the results of this research, a guide will be created with which such
problems can be solved.
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Used variables in chapter 1
D = Set of all possible documents.
DT = Set of training documents; DT = {di,. . . , d,.) ç D.
n = Number of documents in the trainset DT.
d = A document.

= A feature, to represent a document with.
= Feature vector of document dj; d = (a1i,... ,

= The weight that represents the importance of feature j to document i.
f = Number of features.
nf = represents the frequency of feature j in document i.
df = represents the number of documents in which feature i occurs at least once.
gf. = represents the total number of times feature i occurs in the whole collection.
C = Setofclasses;C={ci,...,cm}.
m = Number of classes.
class(d) = D — C; class(d) E C for all d E D.

= Class label of document d; Cj = class(dj)

IIiYII = w2 (Vector norm).

Used variables in chapter 3
The variables used in chapter 3 differ from those used in chapter 1, because
this is the standard notation for describing SVM.

d = Number of features.
= Feature vector of a document; i Rd.
= Class label of a document; y2 E {—1, +1}.

n Number of documents.
= Weight vector.

b =Bias.
= Lagrange multipliers; = (,.. . , an).
= Slack variables;

k Number of classes.

IItiII = />I w (Vector norm).
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Introduction

With the massive growth of the use of computers and the internet in the past
dec&le, there has been an explosion on the volume of electronic documents
and mail. With this increasing amount of available information, people are
becoming unable to make use of all this information. The best way to keep
all this data comprehensible to people is by ordering the documents into
(hierarchical) categories. This way people can efficiently find what they
want, by browsing through the categories. Classifying natural language
text documents into a fixed number of predefined categories, is called text
categorization or text classification (TC). In this thesis these terms are used
interchangeably as well as the terms category and class. Text categorization
is used in a lot of different fields like:

• Topic identification
Determining the topics of documents.

• Email ordering
Ordering email by for example placing all email from work in a 'work'
folder, all personal email in a 'personal' folder and all received spam
email in a 'spam' folder.

• Document organization
Organising files in folders and subfolders.

• Web searching
A hierarchic category based search engine for the web, with which
people can browse through topics to find the pages they are looking
for (e.g. Yahoo!).

Doing these classification tasks manually, is very time-consuming and costly,
therefore people started looking for ways to automate these tasks.

Until the late 80's, most automatic text classifiers were manually constructed
by experts who encoded their knowledge on how to classify documents in a
set of rules. Usually the experts created one rule per category where each
rule was of the form: IF (classifying Boolean statement for category i) THEN
category = i. The advantage of this manual construction of an automatic
classifier is that the classification task is now done automatically, but the
drawback is that now building a classifier has become time-consuming and
costly, because building such a classifier requires a lot of expertise.

Since the early 90's a lot of research has been done on how to apply ma-
chine learning techniques to text categorization. The great advantage of
constructing classifiers by using machine learning techniques over the man-
ual construction of classifiers using a set of rules, is that the classifiers do
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not have to be built by experts anymore, but are automatically built by an
inductive process that "learns" from previously classified documents. Re—
search has shown that the use of machine learning techniques for the con-
struction of text classifiers has been very successful and can compete with
(and sometimes even outperform) manual classification by experts. In this
thesis we will take a closer look at this type of automatic text categorization.

In order to build such an automatic text classifier that is able to determine
the class of a document, a bunch of documents that are already classified
are needed, so that the machine learning algorithm can learn from these
documents how to do the classification task. These documents, that in fact
are just sequences of words, understandable to humans, first need to be
transformed into a form that is understandable to the machine learning al-
gorithms. This form is called a feature vector and is some suitable vector
representation of the document. A feature is some appropriate content iden-
tifier that forms a representation of a document. Such a feature vector of a
document consists of features with which the document is represented, and
weights for these features that determine the importance of each feature for
this document. The feature vector representations of a set of documents
can then be used to learn the machine learning algorithm how to classify
documents.

There are several different machine learning algorithms, and each one has
its own different way of learning from a set of documents. Machine learning
methods like k-Nearest Neighbor, Naïve Bayes and Neural Networks have
been used for years now to make automatic text classifiers. However, in
the late 90's a 'new' machine learning algorithm, named Support Vector
Machines (SVM for short) came into the picture. This method was in fact
already proposed in 1974 by the Russian mathematician Vladimir Vapnik
[45], but was not considered a very popular machine learning method for
quite some time, because of its large needs of computer processing power,
and its lack of applicability. However, in the late 90's and the beginning
of the 21st century, some extensions to, and changes of, the original algo-
rithm, in combination with the increasing processing power of the newest
computers, led to an increasing popularization of the SVM method. All this
made that the SVM algorithm became a noticeable competitor to the stan-
dard machine learning algorithms in these years and is now even considered
one of the best machine learning algorithms for automatic text classification
problems. This is why we will have a thorough look at these SVMs, and
their use to automatic text categorization problems, in this thesis.

With the massive growth of electronic documents and mail, not only the
need for automatic text classifiers for practical problems increased, but the
size and complexity of these problems increased as well. Therefore it has
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become interesting to take a look at how well text classifiers work for these
large and complex real world text categorization problems, and how these
classifiers can best be constructed. The objective of this thesis will therefore
be:

Making a contribution to solving large-scale and complex real world
text categorization problems.

In order to make this contribution we will make a guide on how to construct
automatic text classifiers for such real world text categorization problems
in large and complex domain. We will make clear what choices can best be
made in the design process, and how to fine-tune the classifier so that it per-
forms best. The main research question of this thesis that will be answered
will therefore be:

What choices can best be made in the design process of an au-
tomatic text classifier for large-scale and complex real world text
categorization problems?

In order to give an answer to this question, we will first do an elaborate
study on the design process of an automatic text classifier. After that we
will set up a research that will deal with the choices that can be made in the
design process, and conduct this research on a real world problem in large
and complex domain, to see what choices can best be made. This real world
problem will be the text classification task of 2ehands.nl.

2ehands.nl is a website where supply and demand of secondhand products
come together. People who would like to sell a secondhand product, can
place a message with a description of the product on 2ehands.nI, and people
who are looking for a certain secondhand product can go to 2ehands.nl and
look for a message wherein someone is offering the product they are look-
ing for. On average, a total of 50000 people a day are visiting 2ehands.nl,
and each day an average of 5000 new messages are placed on 2ehands.nl.
To make all these messages conveniently arranged and well searchable for
the people who are looking for secondhand products, people that are offer-
ing their secondhand products have to place their messages in one of a set
of predetermined categories (and subcategories), that range from 'cars' to
'animals'. The people that are looking for second hand products can now
easily browse through the categories and subcategories, in search for the
products they are looking for. However, placing a product in the correct
category and subcategory can often be a difficult task. When the number
of categories and subcategories is large, people will lose track of all the pos-
sibilities and will place their products in the first category that looks more
or less appropriate, even when this might not be the correct one. Placing
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products in wrong categories will contaminate the website and will make the
secondhand products less easy to find, and will therefore make the website
less useful to its visitors. Letting the website administrator manual check
every one of the 5000 messages that are placed each day, would cost far too
much time and money. Therefore, it would be very interesting to automate
this process of placing products in the correct categories, or at least help the
people, in an intelligent way, to do this correctly themselves. An automatic
text classifier for this real world problem would therefore be of great interest.

But what makes this problem of 2ehands.nl so difficult, and why does this
real world problem belong to the large and complex domain?

1. This problem of 2ehands.nl is a very large problem with a lot of dif-
ferent categories and subcategories. A product can be placed in one
of 144 categories and besides that in one of averagely 20 different sub-
categories per category. The more categories a problem has, the more
categories the classifier has to distinguish between, and the more dif-
ficult it will be for the classifier to correctly classify new messages.

2. The data with which the classifier has to be trained is contaminated,
because (until now), products have in some cases been placed in wrong
categories, and were not checked manually. This is why some of the
messages of the products that are being sold will have an incorrect
classlabel attached to it. Like humans, classifiers find it difficult to
learn from partly incorrect data. (Try learning to understand the
definition of 'monkey' when you are sometimes told that a bird and
a cow are also monkeys.) Checking all the traindata for correctness
before we start training, is nearly impossible and would take far too
much time, so we just have to use this contaminated data to train with.
That this will most likely have a negative impact on the classifier is
trivial.

3. Each message of a secondhand product that is offered for sale, will
only contain a few sentences or in some cases even a few words. It is
easy to understand that when messages contain little information, it
will be hard for a classifier to tell to which categories these messages
belong.

4. The messages will often contain a lot of strange abbreviations, a lot
of incorrect Dutch sentences and a lot of spelling mistakes. This will
also make the construction of a good classifier more difficult.

5. The messages will have an extremely imbalanced distribution over the
set of categories. Some categories will contain more messages than the
others, simply because some types of products will be offered for sale
more frequently than other types of products. An animal, for instance,
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will be offered for sale far less frequently than a car. 'Thaining with
this imbalanced data could influence the performance of the classifier.

Considering these five facts, we have good reason to state that the prob-
lem of 2ehands.nl belongs to the large and complex domain and is a good
problem to conduct the research on, in order to give answer to the research
question.

We will conclude this introduction by describing how this thesis will be
set up. We will start in chapter 1 with an exhaustive and independent
overview of all the aspects of automatic text categorization, by describing
what choices can be made in the design process of an automatic text classi-
fier. We will describe some different methods to convert text documents into
feature vectors, and a number of different machine learning algorithms that
construct automatic text classifiers by learning from these feature vectors.
Subsequently we will explain in chapter 2 why we will use the SVM machine
learning algorithm in this thesis, by showing why SVMs are so suitable for
text categorization problems. We will do this by showing both theoretical
and practical cases. In chapter 3 we will then take a thorough look at these
SVMs, and describe its mathematical foundation and design questions. Af-
ter describing every aspect of automatic text categorization and SVMs in
the first three theoretical chapters (1 through 3), we will start with our own
research in chapter 4. In this chapter we will set up the research with which
we will give an answer to the research question of this thesis, and thereby
satisfy the objective of this thesis. Chapter 5 will then show the results
of the research we have set up in chapter 4, and chapter 6 will show the
conclusions that can be drawn from these results. Finally we will conclude
this thesis with some notes about issues that were left unanswered in this
thesis and will need to be investigated in future research.
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1 Automatic Text Categorization

In the introduction of this thesis, we have seen that there is an increasing
demand for automatic text categorization (ATC). In this chapter we will
now describe what ATC exactly is, and take an extensive and objective look
at all the different aspects of ATC. Each section of this chapter will deal
with an aspect of the design process of an automatic text classifier. But first
of all, let us begin by formulating ATC:

Given a set of documents DT = {d1,. . .,d} c D (where D is the set of
all possible documents), and an associated class label c(dj) E {cj,. . . ,

for each one of these documents, ATC denotes the activity of automati-
cally building, by means of machine learning techniques, an automatic text
classifier that is capable of estimating the true class label of a new unseen
document d D.

To make natural language text documents —which typically are strings of
characters— suitable for machine learning methods to learn from, we will
need to transform the documents into some sort of suitable vector repre-
sentation, called a feature vector. A feature is some appropriate content
identifier that forms a representation of the document, and in order to make
the total feature vector a good representation of the document, some well
chosen features are needed. A feature can be anything, like the language
a document is written in, the length of a document, or the occurrence of a
word. A feature vector a Rf of a document d then consists of f weights,
where each weight represents the importance of the associated feature for
representing the document. The constructed feature vector of a document
can then be used as input for the machine learning algorithms and con-
structed classifiers.

Before the texts are transformed into feature vectors, some
tasks can be performed that can make the learning task easier and the classi-
fication task better. In section 1.1 we will take a look at these
tasks. In section 1.2 we will see what kind of features we can choose to make
a good representation of a document and in section 1.3 we will then take
a look at some different methods with which weights can be assigned to
these features, in order to transform a document into its feature vector. For
ATC problems these feature vectors normally tend to be very large, what
makes ATC problems hard to deal with. In section 1.4 we will discuss some
algorithms that are able to drastically reduce the size of a feature vector,
without harming the representativeness for its document. Finally, in section
1.5, we will take a look at a few machine learning techniques that can, in
some sort of way, automatically construct a classifier, by learning from the
feature vector representations of a set of pre-classified documents.
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1.1 Pre-processing

Some pre-processing tasks, that can be applied before a document is trans-
formed into a feature vector, can make the learning task easier and the
classification task better. In this section we will discuss three of such pre-
processing tasks.

1.1.1 Stopword extraction

The task that is almost always used when constructing fea-
ture vectors for a text classifying task, is stopword extraction i.e. removing
words that carry no information but occur frequently in almost every text.
Stopwords are functional or connective words that are assumed to have no
information content. Typical stopwords are words like: "the", "of', "and",
"to" and "a". These words are the top five most frequent words in English
natural texts, but contain no information of what a text is about and are
therefore no good content classifiers. A stoplist is the list of all the stopwords
(usually around a 100 words) that can be eliminated from the documents
without harming the distinguishability of the documents.

1.1.2 Stemming

A word stem is the main part of a word to which affixes are added to form
a new word or functioning of that word. By word stemming we mean the
process of removing the affix of a word, so that only the word stem of the
word will be left over. For example, word stemming will convert the words
"extraction", "extracted", "extractable" and "extractor", to the same word
stem: "extract". This way words that have the same word stem will be
grouped and will be treated as one and the same word. The frequency of
occurrence of the word stem for example, will be equal to the sum of the
frequencies of occurrence of the variant words.

The underlying assumption of word stemming is that words that have the
same word stem will have similar meanings. This however is obviously not
always true. Take for example the (homonymous) word stem, "board", of
the words "boarding" and "board" in the sentences "the sailors were board-
ing" and "board of directors". These two words have the same word stem:
"board", but have a completely different meaning. Examples like this made
the use of word stemming in text classification controversial. Nevertheless,
research in information retrieval has shown that using word stems instead
of words in some cases can significantly improve classification.

There are two main ways of finding the word stem of a word. The first one
is by using a set of suffix stripping rules. The second one is by looking up
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the word stem of a word in a dictionary.

Suffix stripping

A suffix stripping algorithm consists of a set of rules that determine how
a word has to be altered to convert it to his word stem. One of the best,
most used and most sophisticated suffix strippers is the stemming algorithm
developed by Porter [36]. Porter's algorithm is based on a series of steps
that each remove or replace a certain part of the word by way of substitution
rules. Each rule can have a condition rule which has to hold for the substi-
tution rule to count, e.g. the resulting stem must have a certain minimal
length.

The advantage of such a suffix stripping stemming method is that it is very
robust and fairly easy to implement. The disadvantage is that usually a lot
of words are reduced to incorrect word stems. In Dutch text stemming [18],
for instance, a lot of errors will be generated because of the large number of
so-called strong verbs in the Dutch language. Strong verbs are verbs whose
past and participle forms have root vowels which differ from that in the
present tense root (i.e. present tense nemen (to take) has a past tense nam
(took) and a participle genomen (taken)). Such forms will not be reduced
to the same word stem and will cause an stemming error.

Dictionary looktLp

One way to avoid the under-stemming errors that occur when a strong verb
is converted into a word stem, is by using a dictionary wherein the word
stems can be looked up. It is obvious that looking up a word stem in a
dictionary will provide better stemming results than suffix stripping, but it
has its drawbacks, One of the drawbacks of using dictionary lookup is that
it is time and memory consuming. It costs time to look up every word in
the dictionary and it costs memory space to store the dictionary. Another
drawback of this method is that it is not as robust as suffix stripping, be-
cause of the limited available words in a dictionary. Words that do not occur
in the dictionary will not be converted into a word stem. Other words that
have multiple occurrences with different word stems in the dictionary will
be converted into the most frequent word stem. A bigger dictionary means
less errors, but also implies the need for more time and memory capacity.

A logical next step is to combine both stemming methods. By combining
the two methods, a stemmer can get the precision of the dictionary lookup
method while getting the robustness of the suffix stripping method. Such
a method will at first try to lookup the word stem in the dictionary; by
failure it will apply the suffix stripping method to convert a word into his
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word stem. This combination of methods has shown to provide very good
stemming results [18].

1.1.3 Class imbalance

In a lot of text categorization problems, the documents that are available
for training the classifier, are extremely non-uniform distributed over the
categories. This means that there is not an equal amount of data per cate-
gory. One category can be represented by a large number of examples, while
the other is represented by only a few. The class imbalance problem can
cause a significant reduction in the performance of a text classifier, that is
trained with a method which assumes a balanced distribution of the classes.
There are two main kinds of methods to tackle the class imbalance problem:
over-sampling and down-sizing (see [20]).

Over-sampling

Over-sampling methods handle the class imbalance problem by creating new
examples for the underrepresented class, by over-sampling the examples that
are already available for the class. One common used way of over-sampling
is by replicating examples of the small classes at random until they contain
as many examples as the larger classes. Another way is by over-sampling
the smaller data set in a focused manner, concentrating on the data located
close to the boundaries.

Down-sizing

Another way of getting the classes balanced is not by creating examples
for the underrepresented classes, but by eliminating examples of the over-
sized classes. One way to do this is by randomly removing examples from
the over-sized class, until it matches the size of the other classes. Because of
the obvious drawback of this method, that it can remove potentially useful
data, another method is introduced. This method works by down-sizing the
larger data set, concentrating on saving the points near the boundaries.

1.2 Features

One of the most important things when building an automatic text classifier
is the choice of the features with which the documents will be represented.
You need to choose features that form a good representation of the text
documents, if you want to construct a good text classifier. In this section
we will discuss four of the most important ways to transform a document
into a feature vector: bag of words, word n-grams, linguistic approach and
character n-grams.
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1.2.1 Bag of words

The most successful and most used way of representing a text in automatic
text classification is the Bag Of Words (BOW) approach. In short BOW
just means that every distinct word of a text is used as a separate feature.
This method is cailed Bag Of Words, because originally this approach -as
the term Bag Of Words implies— was used to construct a histogram of word
frequencies. Later when more sophisticated weights than just the frequen-
cies of words were used to represent the importance of the features, and the
term "Bag" was not really applicable anymore, the term Bag of Words was
still used for this method. In section 1.3 some of these more sophisticated
ways of representing the importance of features will be discussed in detail.

The process of making a BOW representation of a text approach is fairly
simple. After converting all letters into lowercase letters and removing punc-
tuation in all the documents, the documents are split by white spaces into
separate words. The collection of distinct words now forms the vocabulary
of this set of documents and every distinct word of the vocabulary forms a
separate feature. A document can now be represented by assigning values
to each feature, reflecting the presumed importance of that feature to the
document.

This way of representing a text by using every word as a feature is based on
the following observations made in information retrieval research:

The frequency of occurrence of distinct words in a document represents
the importance of that word for the category it belongs to. This can
be explained by the following quote from H.P. Luhn [27]:

"the justification of measuring word significance by use-frequency
is based on the fact that a writer normally repeats certain
words as he advances or varies his arguments and he elabo-
rates on an aspect of a subject. This means of emphasis is
taken as an indicator of significance"

The ordering of the words in a text is of minor importance for almost
every text categorization task.

One thing about using every distinct word of a set of documents as a feature
is that it becomes possible that every word of a natural language becomes
a feature. One can imagine that, due to the immense amount of distinct
words of a natural language, this can lead to an enormous feature vector.
This high dimensionality of the feature space is one of the main problems
when using the BOW approach for representing a document. High dimen-
sional feature vectors require enormous amounts of computational time and
memory resources to work with and can decrease the performance of the
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constructed classifier by overfitting the problem. Overfitting is the phe-
nomenon by which a classifier is tuned also to the contingent, rather than
just the necessary (or constitutive) characteristics of the training data. In
1.4 the problems of high dimensional feature space and of course some so-
lutions to these problems will be discussed in detail.

The stemming task discussed in 1.1.2, can be very useful here,
because more or less the same words will be grouped together and that can
drastically reduce the number of different words that need to be taken into
consideration. This way the vocabulary will be smaller and therefore reduces
the dimensionality of the feature vector. Word stemming can reduce the size
of the vocabulary with thirty to fifty percent. Another task
that is almost always used with the BOW approach is the task where stop-
words are removed from the documents (1.1.1). This task
also reduces the dimensionality of the feature vector (with the number of
stopwords), but besides that it can improve the performance of a classifier
significantly. Performance can be improved because the removed stopwords,
that do not contain any information of what a document is about whatso-
ever, will no longer interfere with the important features that do represent
the documents.

1.2.2 Word n-grams

A very basic observation about the BOW representation is, that a great deal
of the information from the original document is discarded. Paragraph, sen-
tence and word order is disrupted, and syntactic structures are broken. The
goal of using phrases as features is to attempt to preserve some of the infor-
mation left out of the bag of words. Statistical phrases (as word n-grams are
also called) is one way to preserve some dependencies between words and
relative position of words. In most literature the word n-gram approach is
usually just called the n-gram approach, but the word n-gram name is han-
dled to make a distinction between this approach and the character n-gram
approach that will be discussed in 1.2.4. The word n-gram approach can be
seen as an extension to the BOW approach, with the only difference that,
instead of a single word, a combination of words is used as a feature. In
literature two types of n-grams are used, the first only constructs features
that consist of exactly n words, while the second one can also construct
features consisting of less than n words (word sequences of length n).

When n successive words are used in the construction of features, word pairs
that occur frequently together, can be represented by one single feature. For
instance the word pair "wireless mouse", that consists of the two separate
words "wireless" and "mouse", will frequently occur together and will to-
gether form a feature that can be a better category representative than the
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two separate single word features apart. The word "wireless" will probably
occur frequently in the "phone" category and the word "mouse" will prob-
ably occur very frequently in the "animal" category. Both words will also
occur in the "computer" category, but the two words combined will only oc-
cur in the "computer" category and no longer in the "phone" and "animal"
categories.

The use of word n-grams is still a bit controversially. Some reports com-
ment that inclusion of n-grams may only duplicate information of existing
unigrams (or one word features), while other reports show that the addition
of n-grams (up to sequences of length n = 3) to the single words model, can
improve the performance of a classifier (see 16] [16] [31]).

One of the main problems of the BOW approach was the problem of the high
dimensionality of the feature space. With the use of n-grams, the number
of possible features increases considerably, and the feature vector normally
becomes even larger than with BOW. One can imagine the enormous amount
of different sequences of length n that can be made from combining the words
of a vocabulary. When the n-gram type is used where word sequences of
length n are used, the number of possible features becomes enormous.
Even when we mention that most of these possible features can not, or will
not occur in normal natural language texts, the feature vector will still at
least be an order of magnitude higher than with the BOW approach. This
makes dimensionality reduction (as will be discussed in 1.4) an absolute
must, when the n-gram approach is used.

1.2.3 Linguistic approach

With the use of n-grams instead of the BOW approach, some information
about the word order is saved, but still a lot of information, crucial for hu-
mans to understand a text, is discarded. The phrases constructed with the
n-gram approach are just statistical phrases and have nothing to do with
the syntactic structures between words in a document. For example the
sequence of words "another gold" in the sentence "Leontien wins another
gold medal" is equally meaningful to the n-gram approach as "gold medal",
while for humans only the latter one really makes sense. By selecting only
those phrases that make sense to humans, some of the intelligence of humans
about using syntactic structures between words can be copied. One way to
obtain these most useful phrases, mostly indicating the objects and subjects
of a text, is by only selecting the sequences that are recognized as noun
phrases. Noun phrases can be obtained by using two separate algorithms:
one for assigning part of speech tags (noun, verb, adverb, preposition, etc.)
to the individual words, and one for grouping the tags into noun phrases.
A well-known part of speech tagging algorithm is the rule based algorithm
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developed by Eric Brill [4]. The grouping of the tags into noun phrases is
simply done with a regular expression that matches sequences of nouns or
adjectives terminating in a noun.

By using this noun phrases as features, some of the syntactic structures be-
tween words are used, but another really important thing to humans, about
text is still ignored, namely, the semantic relationships between words. In
particular, potentially useful information about synonymy and hypernymy
is not directly used. A synonym is a word that has the same, or nearly the
same, meaning as another word in a language and a hypernym of a word
is a word that is more generic than the given word. Hypernyms are often
called the "is a" relationship. For example, a "processor" is a "computer
part", what makes "computer part" the hypernym of "processor". Making
use of hypernyms and synonyms when constructing features, could simulate
the way humans make use of their knowledge about words when reading
a document. One way to try and make use of the sematic relationships
between words, is by using WordNet [30]. \VordNet is an online lexical ref-
erence system developed at Princeton University that contains information
about synonyms and hypernyms of words. By mapping synonym words into
the same word, and by generalizing words by looking up the hypernym of a
word, some linguistic properties are taken into account for feature construc-
tion.

A major problem with this way of constructing features is the problem
known in the natural language processing community as "word sense disam-
biguation" (funny enough this is a text categorization task by itself). For
example, the previously mentioned word "processor" has two completely
different synonyms, namely "the central processing unit of a computer" and
"someone who processes things (foods or photographs or applicants etc.)".
As a result of that, the word "processor" has two completely different hyper-
nyms, namely respectively "computer part" and "worker". One can imag-
ine the major negative impact on the performance of the classifier when
the wrong choices are made. Despite the many efforts, however, researches
[411(3) have shown that the use of these more sophisticated methods do not
result in an improved performance. Quite disappointingly, many times it has
even proven to drop down accuracy significantly. The main opinion about
the use of sophisticated linguistic properties of documents is that a lot more
research has to be done, before such methods will have a positive effect on
the performance of text classification. Quite convincingly, Lewis [25] argues
that the likely reason for the discouraging results is that, although features
based on phrases have superior semantic qualities, they have inferior statisti-
cal qualities with respect to features based on single words. While linguistic
methods may eventually prove essential, nowadays their performance still is
not good enough.
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1.2.4 Letter n-grams

A rather different way of representing a document is by leaving the ap-
proaches where features are based on (combinations of) words and start
looking at building features from combinations of characters. The character
n-gram approach is such a method that constructs features based on com-
bination of characters. A character n-gram is a slice of a string consisting
of n characters. Like the word n-gram approach, there is a variant of this
method, with which features consisting of slices of length � n are used. In
most literature contiguous characters are used for feature construction, but
in theory every combination of characters (i.e. the first and third character
of a word) can be used. In order to help with matching beginning-of-word
and end-of word situations, blanks are added to the beginning and end of a
string.

The following example from William B. Cavnar and John M. Trenkle [7J,
will show, what character n-grams the word "TEXT" would be composed
of, when the variant is used where features consist of slices with length n.
The underscore character ("J') represents the beginning and end blanks.

bi-grams : T, TE, EX, XT, T...
tn-grams : ...TE, TEX, EXT, XT.., T... -
quad-grams : ..TEX, TEXT, EXL., XL. -, L. - -

In general, a string of length s, padded with blanks, will have 8+1 bi-grams,
s + 1 tn-grams, s + 1 quad-grams, and so on. When this word alone already
results in the construction of 15 features, it is clear that this method will
also come up with a very high dimensional feature space.

The key benefit that character n-gram-based features provide, lies in its
robustness. Since every string is decomposed into small parts, any errors
that are present tend to affect only a limited number of those parts, leaving
the remainder intact. This makes word n-grams especially useful in noisy
text categorization tasks where textual errors occur very frequently.

1.3 Feature weighting

After the set of features is determined, numerical weights have to be as-
signed to each feature, in order to construct the feature vector. The weights
should be chosen in such a way, that every weight reflects the presumed
importance of the associated feature, for purpose of content identification
of its document. Depending on how complex the calculations of the weights
may be (considering the available amount of time), several feature weight-
ing methods have been developed, varying from simple methods that only
represent whether a feature occurs in a text or not, to more sophisticated
methods that use information theoretic ideas to calculate the weights. In
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this section we will discuss six of the most used feature weighting methods
(see [1][37][40] for more information)

When the weights of every feature of a document are calculated, a document
d1 will be represented by a feature vector d = (a11, .. . , ajj) where I is the
number of features and each ajj is the weight that represents the importance
of feature j to document i. Normally, only a few of these weights will be
non-zero, because only a few of the enormous amount of features will be
important for a specific document. This will lead to a very sparse feature
vector. In the six methods that will be described next, log will be the base-lU
logarithm and the variables that will be used will represent the following:

• nfj represents the frequency of feature j in document i.

• df1 represents the number of documents in which feature i occurs at
least once.

•

gf2 represents the total number of times feature i occurs in the whole
collection.

• n represents the total number of documents in the collection.

• f represents the number of features in the collection.

Boolean weighting

The most simple way of assigning values to features, in order to reflect
the presumed importance of the associated feature, is by using the Boolean
weighting method. This method only represents whether a feature does
occur in the document or does not, by respectively assigning ones and zeros
to the associated features. Boolean feature weighting is very easy to calculate
and is often used in very simple text classification tasks.

a = 11 ifnf13>O
0 otherwise

Frequency weighting

A slightly more complicated feature weighting method uses the frequency of
occurrence of a feature itself as the representing weight. This way of feature
weighting is based on the observation made in information retrieval research
that suggests that when a feature occurs more frequently in a document it
probably will be more relevant to the topic of the document.

= nfi,
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Tf-idf weighting

Another observation made in information retrieval, suggests that when a fea-
ture occurs more frequently throughout all documents in the collection, it
will poorly discriminate between documents. The Term Frequency - Inverse
Document Frequency (tf-idf) feature weighting method takes this observa-
tion into account and assigns the weights aj3 to the feature j in document i,
in proportion to the number of occurrences of the feature in the document,
and in inverse proportion to the number of documents in the collection for
which the feature occurs at least once. This way, a high degree of impor-
tance will be assigned to terms, that occur in only a few documents of a
collection.

a = nftj.io(_)

Tfc weighting

The previously mentioned tf-idf weighting method does not take into ac-
count, that documents may be of different lengths. The tfc weighting method
is similar to the tf-idf weighting method, with the only difference, that in
this case, length normalization is used.

— nfij.log()
—

____________________

[nfik . log
2

Ltc weighting

In order to reduce the effects of large differences in frequencies, the slightly
different ltc weighting method can be used. The effects of large differences
in frequencies are reduced by using the logarithm of the feature frequency,
instead of the raw feature frequency.

log(nf23 + 1) . log (i;)a1 = 2

[log (nflk + 1) . log (i)]
Entropy weighting

Entropy weighting is the most sophisticated method and is based on in-
formation theoretic ideas. Entropy weighting takes the distribution of the
features over the documents into account.

= log(nf + 1). ( + lon) 1 •log (!9t)])
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where

1

log(n) I. fg,
g gf,

is the average uncertainty or entropy of feature j. This quantity is -1 if the
feature is equally distributed over all documents, and 0 if the feature occurs
in only one document.

1.4 Dimensionality reduction

As we have repeatedly seen in 1.2, one of the main problems of text cate-
gorization, is the high dimensionality of the feature space. A good repre-
sentation of a document can easily result in a feature vector consisting of
tens of thousands of features or more. Processing these large feature vectors
becomes extremely costly in computational terms and hard to deal with for
standard classification techniques. Extremely large feature vectors can also
easily lead to the overfitting problem. Overfitting is the phenomenon by
which a classifier is tuned also to the contingent, rather than just the neces-
sary (or constitutive) characteristics of the training data. Classifiers which
overfit the training data, tend to be extremely good at classifying data they
have been trained on, but are remarkably worse at classifying other data.
Experimentation has shown, that in order to avoid overfitting, a number of
training examples roughly proportional to the number of features used, is
needed. This means that to avoid overfitting in high dimensional feature
space problems like text categorization, an extreme amount of training ex-
amples will be needed. In most text categorization problems it is (nearly)
impossible to gather such amounts of training examples. Besides that, it
will take a lot of time to train a classifier with such amounts of data.

The problems mentioned above, make the use of dimensionality reduction
in text categorization problems almost inevitable. Dimensionality reduction
techniques try to drastically reduce the dimensionality of the feature space
from f to f' << f, without harming the distinguishability of a document. In
order to indicate how much a specific dimensionality reduction technique re-
duces the feature space, a proportion (1—4) between the number of original
features f, and the number of remaining features 1' is used. This proportion
is called the aggressivity level of a dimensionality reduction technique. A
high aggressivity level brings about high benefits in terms of computational
cost, and also drastically reduces overfitting. On the other hand aggressive
dimensionality reduction is more likely to remove important information for
purpose of text categorization. A low aggressivity level can however even
improve the performance of a classifier, if the removed features happen to
be noise terms. Therefore, to choose the best aggressivity level, usually re-
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quires some experimentation.

Dimensionality reduction techniques can be classified into one of two cat-
egories: feature selection and feature extraction. The difference between
these two is, that feature selection methods use some sort of subset of the
original set of features as the new set of features, while feature extraction
methods construct a whole new set of features, based on the original set. In
the remaining part of this section, some methods of both feature selection
and feature extraction will be discussed (see [1][17][50] for more informa-
tion).

1.4.1 Feature selection

Feature selection, also known as term space reduction, is the term used for
the activity of selecting a subset of f' features from the complete set of I
features, in such a way that the remaining 1' << f features still represent the
meaning of the documents. Feature selection methods try to remove those
features that contain no, or little, information about the topics of the doc-
uments. It is well known that features are not necessarily all relevant and
beneficial for representing a text, and that it therefore is possible to remove
a considerable amount of features, without harming the representation of a
document. The question that rests is, which features can best be removed?

The methods described below, select a subset of a set of features by means
of the so-called filtering approach. This filtering approach uses some sort
of function for measuring the importance of a feature for the categorization
task, and a threshold to select which features should be removed from the
feature space and which should be kept. Therefore, the threshold determines
the aggressivity level of the feature selection approach, and by adjusting it,
the size of the new feature set can be chosen.

The probabilities that are used in the functions below can be estimated by
counting occurrences in the training set. Take for instance the probability
P(t3, cj); this indicates the probability that for a random document d, fea-
ture t3 does not occur in d and d belongs to category c1. Estimating P(t, cj)
can be done by counting the number of documents from class Cj in which
feature t does not occur and dividing it by the total number of documents
of the trainset.

Everyone of the functions f(t3, cj) evaluates the importance of feature t,
with respect to class Cj. In order to evaluate the importance of feature t3
globally (i.e. category independent), either the weighted average f =

I f(t,, cj) P(cj) or the maximum f = max1 f(t3, cj) can be used.
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Document frequency

Document frequency is one of the most simplest feature selection methods;
it simply counts the number of documents in which each feature occurs and
removes those features that occur less than some predetermined threshold.
The assumption that is used with this method is, that rare features will
either be non-informative for category prediction or not influential in global
performance. Features with less frequency will have less effect on the per-
formance of the classifier. However, this contradicts the intuitive feeling
that low frequency features could in fact be relatively important. Document
frequency therefore looks like an ad hoc method at first sight. Yiming Yang
and Jan Pedersen however showed in [50] that there is a strong correlation
between Document frequency and the more complex weighting methods In-
formation gain and x2 (discussed below), what would make Document fre-
quency a reliable measure for removing unimportant features. The great
advantage of document frequency over methods like information gain and
chi-square, is, that it is far less expensive to calculate.

Mutual information

The assumption that is made with mutual information, is, that a high oc-
currence of the feature t3 in the class Cj will give high information of t, in
cj. When t3 and cj are independent, MI(t,, Cj) will equal zero.

MI(t,,i) = log(p)"))
Information gain

Information gain not only considers occurrence of a feature in a class, but
also the non-occurrence.

IG(t3,cj) = P(tji).log(p2')) +P(tci).1og(p'())

Chi-square

Chi-square (x2) is a statistic tool that is used to measure the difference
between the result of an observation and the expected result, according to
an initial hypothesis. In this case the hypothesis is, that a feature t3 and
a class Cj are independent. This means that when X2(t,, Cj) equals zero,
t3 and Cj will be independent. A larger value of x2 (t,, cj) indicates more
dependence between Cj and t3, and will make feature tk more interesting for
the classification task and less interesting for removal.

2. —

X
— P(t) . P(1) P(c,) . P()
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where n is the total number of documents.

Correlation coefficient

CC t
—

______________

i'd
—

______________

Relevancy score

I P(t,cj) + b
RS(t3, Ci) = log P(I) + b

where b is a constant damping factor.

Odds ratio

OR .
— P(t31Ci) . (1 —

- (1- P(tld)) . P(te)

1.4.2 Feature extraction

Feature extraction, also known as re-parameterization, is the process of con-
structing new features as combinations or transformations of the original
features, in order to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space. This
makes that the original features will no longer exist in their original form in
the new feature space, but will be represented in some other way.

Term clustering

Term clustering groups features that are semantically related, so that these
groups can be used as the features, instead of the individual features. This
way the dimensionality will be reduced from the number of individual fea-

tures to the number of groups.

There are mainly two ways of term clustering: unsupervised clustering and
supervised clustering. Unsupervised clustering groups features only by look-
ing at the co-occurrence of features in the documents, and does not take into
account to which category a document belongs. Supervised learning does
take into account the class-labels of the documents and groups features ac-
cording to their class distribution P(cjlt3).
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Latent semantic indexing

Latent semantic indexing (LSI) reduces the dimensionality by mapping a
feature vector into a lower dimensional space. These new dimensions are
derived from the original features with a technique called singular value
decomposition. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss the math-
ematics of this transformation, but a good and comprehensive description
can be found in [1]. LSI combines the original features based on the pat-
terns of occurrence of these features, and in such a way is able to reveal
some underlying or latent structure of feature usage across documents. LSI
differs from the term clustering method in such a way that, while with term
clustering, the new features were intuitively interpretable, this is no longer
is the with LSI.

1.5 Machine learning algorithms

Now that we have seen how we can pre-process documents, find some appro-
priate features to represent these documents, assign some weights to these
features to represent the importance of the features for the documents, and
reduced the constructed feature vectors to a workable length, it is now time
to take the final step: automatically construct a classifier by learning from a
set of example documents. Every machine learning algorithm has a different
way of looking at the classification problem and therefore has a different way
of solving it. In this section, six of the most important machine learning
algorithms will be discussed.

1.5.1 Rocchio's algorithm

Rocchio's algorithm [39] constructs a classifier by learning a prototype vector
for each category. A prototype vector for category Cj is computed as an
average vector over all training document vectors that belong to category
Cj. A new document can then be classified by comparing it to each of the
prototypes, and assigning it to the category of the best matching prototype.
In order to find the best matching prototype for a document, the distance
between the feature vector of a document and a prototype vector can be
computed, and the prototype with the smallest distance to the document
feature vector, is the best match. The distance between two vectors can be
computed by, for instance, the dot product or by using the Jaccard similarity
measure.

1.5.2 Linear Least Squares Fit

A classifier constructed with the Linear Least Squares Fit (LLSF) method
[48] exists of a solution matrix that maps a document feature vector to a
category weights vector. The weights of the category weights vector repre-
sent to what extent the document belongs to each category. In case of the
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training documents, the category weights vector will be binary: a document
belongs to a category or not. In LLSF every document has two vectors as-
sociated to it, an input feature vector d consisting of I weighted features,
and an output vector ô consisting of m weights representing the categories.
Classification of a new document can now be seen as determining the out-
put vector for the new document. Building a classifier then boils down to
computing an m x f matrix M such that Md = o. LLSF computes the
matrix M from the training data by computing a linear least-squares fit that
minimizes the error on the training set according to the formula [49]:

If argmin = IIMA - 0112

Where arg minM(a) stands for the M for which the argument a is minimum.
A is the I x n matrix consisting of n columns, each representing an input
vector of the training documents, and 0 is the m x n matrix consisting of
n columns, each representing an output vector of the training documents.
n is the total number of training documents. The M matrix is usually
computed by computing a singular value decomposition on the training set.
In the resulting matrix M the generic entry rri3 represents the degree of
association between category cj and feature t,. One of the disadvantages
of the LLSF method is that it is computational costly to determine the M
matrix.

1.5.3 Naïve Bayes

A Naïve Bayes classifier is constructed by using the training data to estimate
the probability of each category given the feature weights of a new document.
The probabilities are estimated by using Bayes theorem:

P(cjld) = P(c)•P(dIc) (1)

The naïve part of the Naïve Bayes classifier, is the assumption that the fea-
tures of d are conditionally independent, given the category variable. This
assumption makes the computation of the Naïve Bayes classifiers far more
efficient than the exponential complexity of Non-naïve Bayes approaches,
because it does not use word combinations as predictors. The assumption
simplifies the probability of a document d given the category c3 to:

f
P(dlcj) = fJP(akIcJ)

Another simplification of the formula can be achieved by leaving out the
denominator in equation (1) above. The denominator can be left out, be-
cause it does not differ between categories. These simplifications yield to
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the following equation for computing the probability of a category, given the
feature weights of a new document:

/
P(c31d) = P(c3) [I P(a2klc,)

The construction of a Naïve Bayes classifier can now be done by estimating
P(c,) and P(aj,1c3), given a set of training examples. P(c,) can be estimated
by calculating the fraction of training documents that is assigned to category
cj:

where n3 is the number of training examples that belong to category C3, and
n is the total number of training examples. P(a1kcj) can be estimated by:

l+flk,
P(a1kIc) =

I + ::=
where k3 is the number of times feature k occurred within documents from
category c3 in the training set. Although the assumption about feature
independence is clearly incorrect, classification with a Naïve Bayes classifier
can be surprisingly effective.

1.5.4 Neural Network

A Neural Network [29] imitates the human brain (to some extent) by repre-
senting a classifier with a network of neurons and some synaptic connections
between them. A typical Neural Network consists of three layers: one layer
of several input nodes (one node for every input feature), one layer of output
neurons (one neuron for every category), and one layer of hidden neurons in
between. Each input node is connected to each hidden neuron by a synapse,
and each hidden neuron is connected to each output neuron by a synapse,
where each synapse comes with a weight with which the following neuron can
be excited or inhibited. For classifying a document d , its feature weights
a13 are assigned to the input nodes; the activation of these units is prop-
agated forward through the network through the synapses, and the value
that the output unit(s) take up, as a consequence, determines the catego-
rization decisions. An activation of neuron is determined by summing up
the products of the synaptic weights and the activation of the unit before,
and an activation function to limit the amplitude of this activation. The
learning process of a neural network classifier now boils down to finding a
set of appropriate weights for the synapses in the neural network.

A neural network is usually learned with the error back-propagation al-
gorithm. This algorithm basically learns a neural network in two passes
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through the different layers: a forward pass and a backwards pass. In the
forward pass the feature vector of a training document is applied to the
input nodes of the network and is passed through the hidden neurons to the
output neurons in order to produce a response of the network. During this
forward pass, the synaptic weights of the network are all fixed. During the
backward pass, on the other hand, the weights are adjusted in accordance
with an error-correction rule. The error of an output neuron can be cal-
culated by subtracting the actual response of the network from its desired
(target) response, which is known for the training documents. This error is
then propagated backward through the network, against the direction of the
synaptic connections, and the synaptic weights are adjusted in such a way
that the actual response of the network moves closer to the desired response
in a statistical sense.

1.5.5 K-Nearest Neighbor

K-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) does not perform any kind of explicit extrac-
tion from the documents of the training set, but just stores all examples of
the training set along with their category labels. A new document is clas-
sified by looking at the k stored examples that are most similar to the new
document. The classification is done by weighting the class-labels of these
neighbors according to the similarity of each neighbor to the new document.
The similarity between two documents is usually calculated by measuring,
for example, the cosine or the Euclidean distance between the two feature
vector representations of the documents. Because no explicit extraction of
information is performed, k-NN does not describe a category in any way
(except by the set of examples that belong to it), but it has been proven to
perform remarkably well in text categorization [49].

1.5.6 Support Vector Machines

Another different way of solving a classification problem is by using Support
Vector Machines (SVM) [45]. The SVM method tries to find a decision sur-
face in the feature space that best separates the categories from each other.
The best separating surface is the one where the distance to the nearest data
point is as large as possible. In figure 1 and 2 this idea of best separation
of categories is illustrated for a two-class problem. For sake of simplicity
we will only show a two-class case in a two-dimensional feature space with
linearly separable data points in this section, but in chapter 3 we will see
that the SVM method can be generalized to solve multiclass problems with
a high dimensional feature space and with data points that are not linearly
separable. The solid lines in figure 1 and 2 show two different separating
surfaces for the problem; the dashed lines parallel to these solid lines, show
how much the separating surface can be moved before the closest point of
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the training set will cause a misclassification. The distance from the sepa-
rating surface to a dashed line, is called the margin and the data points of
the training set that lie on the dashed lines, are called the support vectors
of a SVM. The SVM problem is to find the separating surface that maxi-
mizes the margin between the data points of the training set. In case of the
problem stated in figure 1 and 2, the separating surface of figure 2 which
maximizes the margin, will therefore be found by the SVM method. How
the SVM method exactly finds such a best separating surface, will be dis-
cussed in chapter 3, where we will have a detailed look on the mathematical
foundation of SVM.
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Figure 1: Separating surface (solid) Figure 2: Separating surface (solid)
of a SVM with a small of a SVM with the maximal
margin margin
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2 Choice for Support Vector Machines

In the last section of the previous chapter (1.5.6) several machine learning
techniques were introduced, with which an automatic text classifier can
be built. However, due to the limited amount of available time for this
master thesis, not all these machine learning techniques could be researched
extensively. For this master thesis we will therefore stick to just one machine
learning technique, and do some extensive research on that one, instead of
some shallow research on all of them. The question which one of the machine
learning techniques this would be, was easily answered: SVM. In the rest of
this chapter we will show why SVM was chosen and show that this decision is
well-founded. In the first section we will take a look at the theory of SVM,
and see why SVMs are so suitable for text categorization problems. In
the second part of this section we will show, by means of some other, earlier
researches on automatic text categorization, that SVMs indeed perform very
well in practice.

2.1 Theory

We will start by describing what makes SVM so unique compared to other
machine learning techniques. The important difference between SVM and
other machine learning techniques is, that while other machine learning tech-
niques try to optimize the performance on the training set (empirical risk
minimization), SVM tries to minimize the probability of misclassifying yet-
to-be-seen patterns for a fixed but unknown probability distribution of the
data (structural risk minimization). [43][44]

One of most important properties of SVMs is their ability to learn indepen-
dently of the dimensionality of the feature space. [21] This property makes
SVMs extremely useful for automatic text categorization problems, because,
like we saw earlier in 1.2, text categorization problems tend to have an ex-
tremely large feature space. Besides this property, it is known that SVMs
are able to handle real sparse feature vectors very well. [24] This is defi-
nitely required for text categorization problems, because text documents are
generally represented by a large feature vector of which only a few entries
will be nonzero. Another nice property of SVM is that training a SVM is
performed by maximizing a hill-shaped function, which means that a SVM
will always find the best, unique answer of the problem in polynomial time.

\Vhen SVM was introduced in 1974, it was not a very popular machine
learning technique, because of its tremendous processing power needs. But
now that some extensions to and changes of the original algorithm have been
applied, and the processing power of the pc's has increased, nothing stands
in the way for SVM to flourish in the automatic text categorization field.
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2.2 Practice

In the past decade a lot of research has been done on applying SVMs to
text categorization problems. These researches have shown that SVM is
one of the best and frequently even the best machine learning technique for
automatic text categorization. In the following part of this section we will
take a look at some quotes from the reports of these researches, to see what
they have to say about applying SVMs to automatic text categorization
problems.

The following quote is a part from the conclusion of the paper from
Thorsten Joachims [21] where SVM is introduced to text categorization
for the first time.

"The experimental results show that SVMs consistently achieve
good performance on categorization tasks, outperforming
existing methods substantially and significantly. [...] An-
other advantage of SVMs over the conventional methods is
their robustness. SVMs show good performance in all ex-
periments avoiding catastrophic failure like observed for the
conventional methods on some tasks."

Yiming Yang and Xin Liu directly compared five well-known text cate-
gorization methods in a controlled study with thorough statistical sig-
nificance analysis in [49]. They used improved versions of Naive Bayes
and k-nearest neighbours (compared to Joachims work) but still found
that the SVM performed at least as well as all other classifiers they
tested. They conclude their paper as follows:

"For the micro-level performance on pooled category assign-
ments, both a sign test and an error-based proportion test
suggest that SVM and kNN significantly outperform the
other classifiers, while NB significantly underperforms all
the other classifiers.

With respect to the macro-level (category-level) performance
analysis using F 1, all the significance tests we conducted sug-
gest that SVM, kNN and LLSF belong to the same class,
significantly outperforming NB and NNet."

• Another part of a paper which reflects promising results for using SVM
in text categorization is the following part of [42] from Georges Siolas
and Florence d'Alche-Buc:

"SVM, with any metric, outperforms kNN and this confirms
the supremacy of the induction principle used for SV I
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• Jason Rennie and Ryan Rifkin also reported that SVM significantly
outperforms Naïve Bayes in their paper [38]:

"The SVM consistently outperforms the Naïve Bayes, but
the difference in performance varies by matrix and amount
of training data used. [...] We have shown that the Sup-
port Vector machine can perform multiclass text classifica-
tion very effectively when used as part of an ECOC scheme.
Its improved ability to perform binary classification gives it
much lower error scores than Naïve Bayes."

• Ciya Liao, Shamim Alpha and Paul Dixon reported in their paper [261
that SVM is superior to the linearized neural network:

"We find that SVM algorithm is superior to the linearized
neural network both in accuracy and training speed"

• Susan Durnais also came to the conclusion in her paper [13] that SVM
outperforms every other machine learning technique:

"Linear SVMs were the most accurate method, averaging
91.3% for the ten most frequent categories and 85.5% over
all 118 categories."

• Last but not least, Susan Dumais, John Platt and David Heckerman
state in their paper that training a SVM and classifying new doc-
uments with a SVM is fast and also that SVM is one of the most
accurate machine learning techniques of all:

"Find Similar is the fastest learning method (1 CPU sec/category)
because there is no explicit error minimization. The linear
SVM is the next fastest (< 2 CPU secs/category). [...] Sup-
port Vector Machines were the most accurate method, aver-
aging 92% for the 10 most frequent categories and 87% over
all 118 categories. [...] Both SVMs and Decision Trees pro-
duce very high overall classification accuracy, and are among
the best known results for this test collection. [...] SVMs
are the most accurate classifier and the fastest to train. [...]
Linear SVMs are particularly promising since they are both
very accurate and fast."

The promising theoretical foundation of SVMs for text categorization prob-
lems given in 2.1 and the encouraging results of the researches reported
above, give good reason to restrict this research to SVM. In the following
chapter we will extensively discuss every aspect of SVMs.
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3 Support Vector Machines

After the quick introduction to Support Vector Machines in section 1.5.6,
and the motivation for using SVMs in text categorization problems in chap-
ter 2, it is now time to have a thorough look at this interesting looking SVM
technique and discuss every aspect of it in detail. We saw in section 1.5.6
that training a SVM comes down to finding a hyperplane that best separates
two classes. In the first section of this chapter we will see how we can find
such a best separating hyperplane for simple two-class problems of which
the classes can be linearly separated by a hyperplane. But because not all
problems are linearly separable, the algorithm introduced in section 3.1 is
extended so that linearly non-separable problems can be solved as well. In
section 3.2 and 3.3 we will discuss two ways of extending the algorithm to
the linearly non-separable case. The first extension is by introducing soft
margin hyperplanes that allow, but penalize, examples that fall on the wrong
side of the decision boundary (section 3.2). The second one is by mapping
the original data vectors nonlinearly into a higher dimensional feature space
in which the classes are linearly separable (section 3.3).

In the first three sections we will see the mathematical equation that needs
to be solved in order to find a best separating hyperplane. We will also
see that this mathematical equation is a quadratic programming problem
and that training a SVM comes down to finding the unique solution of this
quadratic programming problem. However, solving this quadratic program-
ming problem is non-trivial and computationally expensive, and therefore
we will need an efficient algorithm to solve it. In section 3.4 we will take a
look at some of these efficient algorithms. We will see that training SVM by
using these algorithms is sufficiently fast for practical use. There is only one
problem left: most practical problems will not consist of just two categories.
The SVM, as described in the first four sections, is just a binary classifier
that can distinguish one category from another. In section 3.5 we will take
a look at how we can solve multi-class classification problems with SVM.

3.1 Linear machines on linearly separable data

In this section we will start with describing how to find the best separating
hyperplane for a simple two-class problem of which the classes are linearly
separable (see [5) [33] [351 for more information).

Consider a problem consisting of a set S of n training examples E d with
i = 1,.. . , ii, where every training example is a feature vector consisting
of values for d features. Each training example belongs to either of two
categories and is given a label y1 E {—1, +1} to indicate to which one it
belongs. Suppose we have some hyperplane that separates these examples
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into two categories, leaving all examples with label +1 on one side, and all
examples with label —1 on the other. A hyperplane can be given by the
equation: til . E + b = 0, where the weight vector t1 E Rd is a normal to the
hyperplane, and b E R is its bias (see figure 3). A separating hyperplane
divides the training examples into two categories if there exist a tiY and b
such that the following inequalities hold:

i •u5+b� 0
if y = +1

if y = —1

in more compact notation, these two inequalities can be rewritten as:

yi( � 0 (2)

Figure 3: A separable classification problem, that is seperated by a OSH.

The goal of the support vector machine algorithm is to find the separat-
ing hyperplane with maximum distance to the closest training examples.
The distance between a hyperplane and a training example x is given by:

dj=
liwli

(3)

By scaling the variables ti and b of a hyperplane, a different representation
of the same hyperplane can be constructed, since {E I (tiY ) + b = 0} and
{i (cüi• i) + di = 0} describe the same hyperplane, given that c 0. In
order to eliminate this scaling freedom and establish a one-to-one correspon-
dence between separating hyperplanes and their parametric representation,
we will use the canonical representation of a separating hyperplane [35].

Definition 3.1. Given a separating hyperplane (t1, b) for the linearly sep-
arable set S, the canonical representation of the separating hyperplane is
obtained by rescaling the pair (tiY, b) into the pair (w', b') in such a way that
the distance to the closest training example equals
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In the rest of this thesis we will assume that a separating hyperplane is
always given in its canonical representation and we will write (ti, b) instead
of (w', b'). Through this definition 3.1 and equation 3 for calculating the
distance between a training example and a hyperplane, we can see that for
the closest training example the following holds:

y(tii.+b) —

II — ii

y(wY.f+b) = 1

This yields that equation 2 can be rewritten as:

(4)

We are a now in a position to describe the goal of the SVM algorithm more
formally, starting by defining the notion of optimal separating hyperplane
[35].

Definition 3.2. Given a linearly separable set 5, the optimal separating hy-
perplane (OSH) is the separating hyperplane which maximizes the distance
to the closest point of S.

Since the hyperplane is in its canonical representation, the distance to the
closest training example that needs to be maximized equals Therefore
the OSH can be regarded as the solution of the problem of maximizing

subject to constraint 4. Knowing that maximizing is the same as
minimizing fltifl, minimizing 11z17112 and minimizing 11t1112, the OSH can also
be found by solving the problem of minimizing DtiII. Solving this problem
instead of the problem of maximizing , will make things much simpler
later on.

Problem P1
1 -.2Mimmize IIwIt

Subjectto y(ti•+b)�1, i=1,...,n

Two comments are in order. First, the parameter b enters in the constraints
but not in the function to be minimized. Second, if the pair (ti*, b*) solves
P1, then for at least one i E S we have yj(w . f + b) = 1, because of the
canonical representation of the OSH. An interesting property of SVM is that
the decision surface is determined only by the training examples for which
hold that y(tii. + b) = 1. Those points are called the support vectors,
and are the only effective examples in the training set. If all examples, ex-
cept for these support vectors, are removed from the training set, the SVM
algorithm will still learn exactly the same decision function.
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In order to solve this problem P1, we will switch to a Lagrangian formu-
lation of the problem. There are two reasons for doing this. The first is
that constraint 4 will be replaced by constraints on the Lagrangian multipli-
ers themselves, which will be much easier to handle. The second is that in
this reformulation of the problem, the training data will only appear (in the
training and test algorithms) in the form of dot products between vectors.
This is a crucial property which will allow us to generalize the procedure to
the nonlinear case later on in section 3.3 (see [5]).

We will introduce n nonnegative Lagrange multipliers d = (cr1,. . . , a,), one
for each of the inequality constraints (4). Finding the solution to problem
P1 now becomes equivalent to determining the saddle point of the function:

(5)

With L = L(tii, b, ci), we can determine the saddle point of this function by
determining the point where L has a minimum for t1 and b, and a maximum
for . In this point the derivatives are equal to zero and we can therefore
write:

(6)

and

n
(JLp

0 7— W
— —

with

OLP(OLP aLP)
OtiY —

By substituting equations 6 and 7 into equation 5 we can see that problem
P1 reduces to the maximization of the function (see Appendix A for a full
elaboration):

Ld=cj_!>yjyjajaj(j.) (8)
1=1 i1 j=1

subject to constraint 6 and c � 0 for i = 1,. . . , n. This new problem
is called dual problem an can be formulated as (see Appendix B for a full
elaboration):

Problem P2
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Maximize -c•D+c1

Subject to

i=1,...,n
Where D is a n x n matrix that is solely built from the training examples
and their labels, such that each entry D13 = yjyj(x i).
How this quadratic programming problem P2 can be solved will be discussed
in section 3.4, but, assuming that the outcome of the problem is given by

we will take a look at how these nonnegative Lagrange multipliers can
be used to calculate the tiy* and b* of the OSH. From equation 7 it follows
that the weight vector ziY* can simply be determined by:

ti* =

while b* can be determined from the Kuhn-Tucker conditions [47]

i=1,...,n (9)

Note that in order to make the left hand side of equation 9 equal to zero,
either c or y(tir . ± + b) — 1 needs to be zero. Therefore the only c that
can be nonzero, are those for which hold that:

= 0=
= 1=

(*+b*) = (10)

(tiJ*.x+b*) = (11)

Equation 10 is equal to 11 because y E {—1, +1}. We saw earlier in this
section that equation 11 only holds for the training examples of S closest to
the OSH and that these training examples are called support vectors (see
figure 3). Every training example has a Lagrange multiplier a, but only
those corresponding to the support vectors can thus be nonzero. This em-
phasizes once again that the support vectors are the only training examples
that matter to the SVM algorithm.

Given such a support vector and its label Ysv, the variable b* of the OSH
can be obtained from the corresponding Kuhn-Tucker condition as:

b* =
—

.

A new, unseen data point can now simply be classified by computing:

sign(w •+b)
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3.2 Linear machines on linearly non-separable data

Knowing that a lot of problems are not linearly separable, makes search-
ing for an OSH, like described in the previous section, meaningless in such
problems, because there will not be a separating hyperplane. An extension
to the simple algorithm was therefore required, in order to solve the non
separable cases as well. Cortes and Vapnik Eli] came up with the idea to
allow, but penalize training examples that fall on the wrong side of an OSH,
by introducing n nonnegative slack variables = (s,.. . , ). (see figure 4)

0 -.

Figure 4: Introducing slack variables = (fl,. . , ) to the classification problem

With the use of these slack variables, equation 4 is extended to:

(12)

Note that a slack variable is equal to zero if its corresponding training ex-
ample i falls on the right side of the OSH, whereby inequality 4 is satisfied.
This generalized OSH can now be found by solving the extended version of
problem P1:

Problem P3

Minimize DziII2 + C

Subject to y2(tii. + b) � 1 — , i = 1, . . . , n

(� 0
Where the term C > is some sort of measure of the amount of mis-
classification, with C as its regularization parameter. For a large C, the
OSH tends to minimize the number of misciassifications, while for a small
C the minimum distance to the closest example is maximized. For inter-
mediate values of C the solution of problem P3 trades errors for a larger
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margin. Note that the term C> , and not the intuitively more appeal-
ing quadratic variant C , is chosen for error measurement. This is
done to construct a statistically robust classifier that is not very sensitive to
the presence of outliers in the training set.

Similar to the transformation of problem P1 in the separable case, problem
P3 can be transformed into the dual:

Problem P4

Maximize -d•D+ck
Subject to =

0_<aC, i=1,...,n

where D is the same n x n matrix as in problem P2 in the separable case
with each entry D, = yy3(x . i). The weight vector ti can again be
determined by:

(13)

while b* can again be determined from the solution of the dual problem P4,, and the new Kuhn-Tucker conditions:

a(y1(wT + b) —1 + ) = 0, i = 1,... ,n (14)

(C—a) =0 i=l,...,n (15)

where the are the the values of the at the saddle point. Similar to the
separable case, the training examples for which c � 0 are termed sup-
port vectors. The difference is that there are two types of support vectors:
those for which < C and those for which cr = C. From 15 it follows
that for the support vectors of the first type = 0, and hence from 14
that the distance from the OSH to these points equals These support
vectors are termed margin vectors. The support vectors of the other type,
where c = C, are are designated as errors. The value for determines
what kind of error it is. > 1 means that the points are misclassified and
0 < 1 means that the points are correctly classified, but the distance
from the OSH to the points is smaller than In some degenerate cases

can even be zero, what will mean that these points will lie on the margin.

The variable b* of the OSH can be determined from the Kuhn-Tucker con-
dition 14 in a similar way as in the separable case. Given a margin vector
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Xmv and its label Ymv, for which thus holds that = 0 and 0 <c <C
variable bt can be determined as:

— Ymv — W XTflv

A new, unseen data point can still simply be classified by computing:

3.3 Nonlinear machines

• + b) (16)

Wanting to separate a set of examples by a linear OSH (with or without
using slack variables) will in many cases however be to restricted. A lot
of cases can not be separated by a linear OSH, but probably can be sepa-
rated by, for example a higher polynomial or radial function. Fortunately,
the SVM theory can easily be extended to nonlinear separating surfaces by
mapping the input data points nonlinearly into some other feature space and
looking for a linear OSH in that feature space [11]. All the considerations
of the previous sections hold, since we are still doing a linear separation,
but in a different space. The mapping can be done by a mapping function
4) : Rd '—+ 1-1, that maps a data point x E Rd into some other feature space
1-1 (typically a Hubert space of finite or infinite dimension [46]) (see figure 5).
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Figure 5: Map the data nonlinearly into a higher-dimensional feature space
via 4) and construct a linear seperating hyperplane there.

Such a mapping function 4) can however be very unpractical to work with,
due to its (possibly infinitely) large number of components 4). Luckily it
follows from the equations that are needed to find an OSH (problem P4,
equation 13) and classify new data points (equation 16), that the data only
appears in the form of dot products between data points:

= y.y24)(;)
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and

• ) + b =oyi(i) + b*

This dot product property makes it possible to make use of the rather old
kernel trick [2], that will simplify the problem significantly. A kernel func-
tion K(±,) = t) makes full knowledge of unnecessary and
can reduce computation time enormously. Take for example the rather sim-
ple example where the data points are in R2 and the polynomial kernel
K(f, ) = (1 + ± i) is used. A space 11, and a mapping from 1R2 to

can then be found such that (1 + = Given that
= (xi, x2) we can write for this example that:

= (1, V'x2, X, X, V'x1X2)

where fl = R6. It is easy to see that working with this kernel is much easier
and faster than working with the mapping function. Imagine the advantage
of using the gaussian radial base function K(rit) = instead
of the dot product notation between mapping functions where fl is infinite
dimensional.

Extending the SVM theory to the nonlinear case is now reduced to finding
kernels which identify certain families of decision surfaces and can be writ-
ten as K(, i) = . 1(i). A useful criterion for deciding whether a
kernel can be written in such a way, is given by Mercer's theorem [11][12j.
Some useful kernel functions are [15]:

Kernel function Kernel name
K(a,±)=f,.i Linear
K(f, ) = (y( . ) + r)d Polynomial
K(x,a) = tanh(-y(i

. ) + r) Sigmoid

K(x,x) = e1I I1
, y > 0 Gaussian radial basis function

Finally we can state that the SVM algorithm comes down to finding a sep-
arating surface by solving problem P4 with D12 = yyK(x, i). A new,
unseen data point can be classified by computing:

sign(>cxyjK(i,x)+ bt) (17)

3.4 Solving the quadratic programming problem

In the previous sections, we extensively studied the mathematical foun-
dation of SVM, and came to the conclusion that training a SVM actu-
ally comes down to finding the unique solution of problem P4 with
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= y1yK(x1, x,). In this section we will now take a look at how we can
solve this quadratic programming problem efficiently. This problem is called
quadratic programming, because the function to be maximized depends on
the a quadratically, while c only appears linearly in the constraints. Con-
ceptually this problem is about finding the top of a hill-shaped function.
The search for this maximum is constrained to lie within a cube and on a
plane. The search, though, will normally occur in a high-dimensional space,
so that the hill-shaped function will be high-dimensional, the cube will be a
hypercube and the plane will be a hyperplane.

Solving this problem looks rather simple, but due to the quadratic form of
the matrix D, it can become extremely difficult to compute for large real
world problems. Take for example a problem with a training set of 50000
examples. The matrix D of this problem will consist of 2.5 billion elements,
and will need a memory of approximately 20 gigabytes to store it in (using a
8-byte floating point representation). A alternative to storing this matrix in
memory would be to recompute the elements of D every time it is needed.
Either way, an efficient algorithm will be needed to solve such large scale
problems within reasonable time.

Vapnik [43] made the observation that the same values for a would be found
if all training examples, except for the support vectors, would be removed
from the training set. If only the support vectors were known beforehand,
a matrix D of problems with a small number of support vectors, could be
heavily reduced. All rows and columns from D that correspond to a training
example with c, = 0 could then be removed, while the ones corresponding
to the support vectors are kept. In the following part of this section we will
discuss four SVM training algorithms. All these algorithms make use of the
observation made by Vapnik.

Chunking

Vapnik introduced an algorithm himself, that is known as chunking. This
algorithm decomposes the large QP problem into a series of smaller QP
problems, with the ultimate goal to identify all of the nonzero Lagrange
multipliers and discard all the zero ones. At every step, for some value of
IT. chunking solves a QP problem that consists of the following examples:
every nonzero Lagrange multiplier from the last step, and the M worst
examples that violate the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions:

* y1uj1,
0<ck<C yuj=l,

cx=C yuj�l
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where

=

is the output of the nonlinear SVM for the ith training example. If there
are fewer than M examples that violate the KKT conditions at a step, all
violating examples are added in. Each QP sub-problem is initialized with
the results of the previous sub-problem. At the last step the entire set
of nonzero Lagrangian multipliers has been identified, hence the last step
solves the large QP problem. Chunking reduces the size of the matrix D
from the number of training examples squared, to approximately the number
of support vectors squared.

Osuna's algorithm

Chunking still requires a lot of memory when the number of support vectors
is large. Osuna, et al. 132] came up with an idea that makes use of a constant
size matrix, and will therefore allow training on arbitrarily sized data sets.
They proved that a large QP problem can be broken down into a series of
smaller QP sub-problems. The suggested method makes use of only a subset
of the vectors as a working subset, and optimizes on the corresponding a1's,
while freezing the others.

Joachims [22] used this decomposition idea of Osuna, et ad. in ii 51l1ght
algorithm, but made it much more efficient and faster. Joachims added
an efficient and effective method for selecting the working set, and im-
plemented some computational improvements like caching. In his paper
Joachims showed that 5hght algorithm is substantially faster than
the conventional chunking algorithm.

Sequential Minimal Optimization

A new algorithm was introduced by Platt [34] in 1998. His algorithm, named
Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), puts the subset selection in Os-
una's, et a!. algorithm to the extreme, by iteratively selecting a subset of
only two training examples at every step. In a specific step these chosen
two c1's are then jointly optimized, and the SVM is updated with its values.
SMO can solve for two cj's analytically, thereby avoiding numerical QP op-
timization entirely. This makes that a sub-problem can be solved so fast,
that even though more optimization sub-problems need to be solved, the
overall problem can be solved quickly. Research [22] has shown that SMO
is approximately equally fast as 5l1ght, and therefore outperforms the
chunking algorithm substantially as well.
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3.5 Multiclass machines

In the previous sections of this chapter we saw how we can construct a SVM
that is able to separate two different classes from each other (such SVMs
are called binary SVMs). Most real world problems will however, consist
of a lot more than just two classes, and will therefore require a method
that can make a distinction between a number of classes. Lucidly, we can
easily extend the SVM approach to these multi-class cases, by combining
several of the binary SVMs. In this section we will discuss three of the
most used methods that extend the SVM approach to the multi-class case:
one-against-all, one-against-one and DAGSVM (see [19]).

One-against-all

In order to solve a k class classification task, the one-against-all method
constructs k binary SVMs (one for each class), whereby each binary SVM
will be trained to make a distinction between one of the classes and the rest
of the classes together. The lth binary SVM will be trained with a set of
training examples of class 1 with positive labels on one side, and the rest
of the training examples with negative labels on the other side. A new,
unseen data point can then be classified into one of the k classes, by using
the winner-takes-all scheme, whereby a point is assigned to the class 1 of
the SVM that has the largest value of the decision function:

This is just equation 17, but without the sign() part to make the binary
classification. Point is now assigned to the class of the SVM which is most
confident that data point belongs to its class.

One-against-one

Another way of combining several binary SVMs, in order to solve multi-class
cases, is by using the one-against-one method. Unlike the one-against-all
method, this method constructs not k, but k(k — 1)/2 binary SVMs (one
for each combination of two different classes). Every one of these k(k — 1)/2
binary SVMs will be trained to make a distinction between two classes, by
training them with only the training examples of these two classes. When
all these classifiers are constructed, the max wins strategy can be used to
classify new data points. This max wins strategy combines the outcomes
of the binary SVMs by counting the number of times each class wins, and
assigning a new data point to the class that won most. In case that two
or more classes have won an equal amount of times, one of these classes is
selected at random. At first it may look like it will take a lot more time
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to train a multi-class SVM with this one-against-one method then with
the one-against-all method, because of the extra amount of binary SVMs
that have to built (k(k — 1)/2 instead of k), but this does not necessarily
have to be true. The one-against-one method can sometimes even be much
faster. This follows from the fact that each binary SVM will only have to
be trained with a small part of the total amount of training examples. Take
for example a multi-class problem that consists of k classes, and has a total
of n training examples. Each class will then have an average amount of n/k
training examples at its disposal. The one-against-one method will then
have to compute k(k — 1)/2 quadratic programming problems, where each
problem has about 2n/k variables, while the one-against-all method has to
solve k quadratic programming problems with n variables. Which of these
two methods will be faster in practice, will depend on the amount of classes
and training examples of a specific problem, and the distribution of these
examples among the classes.

DAGSVM

The third method for multi-class SVM construction that we will discuss,
is the Directed Acyclic Graph Support Vector Machines, or DAGSVM for
short. DAGSVM has exactly the same training phase as the one-against-
one method, wherein the same k(k — 1)/2 binary SVMs (one for each com-
bination of two different classes) are constructed, but has a different testing
phase. Instead of using the max wins strategy to classify new data points,
DAGSVM uses of a rooted binary directed acyclic graph with k(k — 1)/2
internal nodes and k leaves. Each node of such a graph represents one of the
k(k— 1)/2 binary SVMs and each leave represents one of the classes. At each
node the outcome of the binary SVM determines which way to walk down:
left or right. A new document can then be classified by starting at the root
of the graph and walk down the graph until one of the leaves is reached. The
class of this leaf will then indicate the predicted class of the given document.

The advantage of DAGSVM over one-against-one is that only k — 1 instead
of all the k(k — 1)/2 binary SVMs will have to be computed to classify a
new document. This will make the testing phase of the DAGSVM method
much faster than the one-against-one method. The downside of this method
is that it will not come up with probability estimates for all the different
classes, but will only find the winning class.
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4 Research plan
Now that we have extensively discussed the theory of automatic text clas-
sification and SVMs in chapter 1 through 3, we are now ready to set up a
research with which we can give an answer to the main research question. In
the first section of this chapter we will repeat the objective of this research
and the research questions as they were given in the introduction of this
thesis. In the second section we will take a look at the restrictions of this
research. And finally, in section three, we will set up some experiments that
we will carry out in this research, in order to give answer to the research
questions.

4.1 Research objective and research questions

In the introduction of this thesis, we introduced the objective of this research
as follows:

Making a contribution to solving large-scale and complex real world
text categorization problems.

In order to make this contribution, I will do a research on the design process
of an automatic text classifier for such a large-scale and complex real world
text categorization problem, and make clear what choices can best be made
during this design process, to maximize the performance of the classifier.
This way I will make a guide, how one can best construct an automatic
text classifier for a large-scale and complex real world text categorization
problem. The main research question of this thesis that will be answered
will therefore be:

What choices can best be made in the design process of an au-
tomatic text classifier for large-scale and complex real world text
categorization problems?

To give answer to this research question we can divide it into a couple
of smaller research questions. In chapter 1 through 3 we read all about
automatic text categorization and SVMs. Therefore we now know what
choices can be made in the design process of an automatic text classifier,
and we are ready to carry out the research, to see which of these choices can
best be made. The research questions with their possible answers are:

1. Do we want to extract the stopwords?
- Yes or no?
- see 1.1.!

2. Do we want to use stemming?
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- Yes or no?
- see 1.1.2

3. Do we want to fix class imbalance?
- Leave imbalanced or make balanced?
- see 1.1.3

-1. What kind of features do we want to represent a document with?
- BOW, word n-grams, phrasal features or letter n-grams?
- see 1.2

5. How do we want to represent the importance of a feature for a certain
document?
- Boolean weighting, frequency weighting, tf-idf weighting, tfc weight-
ing, ltc weighting or entropy weighting?
- see 1.3

6. In what way do we want to reduce the dimensionality of the feature
vector?
- Feature selection: Document frequency, mutual information, infor-
mation gain, chi-square, correlation coefficient, relevancy score, odds
ratio or feature extraction: term clustering, latent semantic indexing?
- see 1.4

7. What machine learning algorithm do we want to use?
- Rocchio's algorithm, Linear least squares fit, Naïve Bayes, Neural
network, K-Nearest Neighbor, Support Vector Machines?
- see 1.5

As for the last research question (7), we have showed in chapter 2 that,
nowadays, SVM is the best choice for automatic text categorization, so we
decided to focus this research only on the SVM machine learning algorithm.
Subsequently, we extensively discussed SVMs in chapter 3. This resulted in
some more questions in the design process of an automatic text classifier for
large-scale and complex real world text categorization problems. Therefore
we will add the following research questions to the questions that have to
be answered for sake of this research:

8. What kernel do we want to use?
- Linear, radial, polynomial or sigmoid?
- see 3.3

9. What value do we want to use for parameter C and for the kernel
parameters?
- see 3.2 and 3.3
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10. What SVM solving algorithm do we want to use?
- Chunking, Osuna's algorithm, 5I1ght or Sequential Minimal Op-
timization?
- see 3.4

11. What multiclass SVM method do we want to use?
- one-against-all, one-against-one or DAGSVM?
- see 3.5

Each of these eleven research questions have to be answered, in order to
give answer to the main research question, and to reach the objective of this
research.

4.2 Restrictions

Due to the limited amount of time that is available for this research, it is
unfortunately not feasible to perform a full experiment on each and every
one of the research questions. Choices have to be made about which research
questions will be fully examined and which will not. Some of the research
questions will be answered with a full experiment on all of its choices, while
the answers of some other research questions will just be based on assump-
tions, or researches done by others.

We will not experiment with Research question 2, about stemming the words
in a document. Stemming probably will not improve and probably even
worsen the performance of the automatic text classifier, because the docu-
ments in the 2ehands.nl problem will contain a lot of spelling mistakes and
short catchwords. So, we will not use stemming of words in the rest of the
research.

\Ve also will not pay any attention to the different features with which doc-
uments can be represented (research question 4). We will only use the most
used and widely accepted feature representation technique: Bag Of Words.
We will only use this technique, because there just is not enough time to
experiment with all the other different feature representation techniques,
although some of them look interesting. Where the linguistic approach still
is not very useful in practice, the word n-grams and especially the letter
n-grams look interesting, but have to be examined in further research.

In research question 6 we will only experiment with some of the feature se-
lection techniques and not with the feature extraction techniques, because
the feature selection techniques are easier to implement, and will probably
have more or less the same effect as the feature extraction techniques. Fea-
ture selection will therefore give us the desired insight into the influence of
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dimensionality reduction on the performance of a classifier. In this experi-
ment we will examine the following feature selection techniques: document
frequency, mutual information, information gain, chi-square and odds ratio.

We also will not experiment with the different SVM learning algorithms, be-
cause implementing these algorithms is extremely difficult and takes a lot of
time. Instead, we will use a software package that already contains a SVM
learning algorithm, to construct our SVMs. We experimented a little with
three different software packages: LIBSVM [8], Bow [28] and SVMTorch
[10], and came to the conclusion that LIBSVM is the fastest, and most
useful for our research. This is why we will use LIBSVM in our research.
LIBSVM uses a simplification of both SMO and 5light to construct a
SVM.

This leaves us with the following seven research questions: 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9
and 11, that we will examine in this research.

Besides these restrictions on the research questions, we will also place a
restriction on the number of categories of the problem. We will only use the
main categories of the problem of 2ehands.nl, and not also its subcategories,
because it is hard enough to classify the documents into one of 144 categories,
let alone that we would have to classify them into around 3000 categories.

4.3 Research

In this section we will see how the answers to these research questions, men-
tioned in the previous section, will be found.

We will set up an experiment for every one of the remaining research ques-
tions, except for research question 8 and 9, which will be combined into one
experiment. We will therefore set up 6 experiments with which we will give
answer to the main research question. The research questions will not be
discussed in the order they were presented in, but in a way that is logical
for the research. In this research we will first construct a very basic classi-
fier, and subsequently carry out all the experiments one by one, to see what
choices can best be made for every research question. Each experiment will
begin with the best results of the previous experiments, so that with each
experiment the classifier will improve, resulting in the best possible classifier
at the final experiment. The first four experiments will involve improving
the performance of the classifier while the last two are mainly intended to
improve the classification speed of the classifier. This way we can check if
we can improve the classification speed of the classifier without reducing its
performance.
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These experiments will be carried out on AMD AthlonTM XP 2800+ with
512 KB cache and 512 MB of memory. The SVM will be constructed with
LIBSVM [8] and the performance of a SVM will be measured by the clas-
sification rate (number of correctly classified examples divided by the total
number of examples) and not by precision and recall, because these are not
useful in our case where the classifier comes up with only one category as a
winner for each example.

LIBSVM consists of two main programs: svm-train for constructing SVMs
and svrn-predict for testing SVMs. svm-train constructs a SVM from a given
datafile. Such a datafile is the BOW representation of a set of example doc-
uments where each line represents one example document and is represented
in the following way:

<class_label_id> (word_id_i>: <value_i> ... <word_id_n>: <value_n>

where <class_label_id> is the id of the class label of the document, <word_id_i>
is the id of word i in the vocabulary and <value_i> is the value that repre-
sents the importance of word i for this document. svm-predict outputs the
class predictions of a SVM on a set of test documents, by giving svm-predict
the model (constructed with svrn-trajn) of the SVM and the datafile of the
testset.

Some homemade Per! scripts will first set up the vocabulary of a given set of
training documents, and subsequently convert the trairiset and the testset
into datafiles according to this vocabulary.

We will now describe the experiments that we will carry out in this research,
in order to give answer to the research questions.

Experiment 1 - Kernel and parameters (research questions 8 & 9)

Like we read earlier, we will first construct a basic SVM for the text cate-
gorization problem of 2ehands.nl. This means that we construct a classifier
with the following design choices: no stopword extraction, balanced data,
frequency weighting, no dimensionality reduction and the one-against-one
multiclass SVM method.

In the first experiment we will figure out which kernel and parameters for
the SVM we can used best, in order to solve large-scale and complex real
world text categorization problems. Chih-Wei Hsu, Chih-Chung Chang and
Chih-Jen Lin suggested in [9] that the radial kernel is a reasonable first
choice, because this kernel, unlike the linear kernel, can handle cases where
the relation between class labels and features is nonlinear. The radial kernel
also has less numerical difficulties because for the radial kernel holds that
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o < ( 1, while for the polynomial kernel these values may go to infinity
or zero. Moreover, the sigmoid kernel is not valid (i.e. not the inner product
of two vectors) under some parameters. This is why we will use the radial
kernel in this experiment, and try to find the best parameters for it. We saw
in 3.3 that the radial kernel makes use of one parameter, namely: y. Besides
this parameter we also need to fine-tune the C parameter of the SVM. In
this experiment we therefore will have to find the C and 'y combination with
which the S\TM performs best.

This best combination can be determined by means of a so called grid search.
Given a set of possible values for the C and 'y parameters, a grid search
determines the best C and y combination, by trying out all the given com-
binations, and selecting the combination that gives the best performance.
In order to make the performance of the classifier more reliable, training
and testing of a SVM with a C and y, is usually done by means of ri-fold
cross-validation, n-fold cross-validation means that, given a set of examples,
this set will be divided into n equal sized parts, of which n — 1 parts will
be used as the trainset to train the SVM with. The remaining part will be
used as the testset to determine the classification rate of the classifier with.
This process will be repeated n times, each time with a different part of the
given set of examples as the testset, and the remaining parts as the trainset.
The performance of a classifier with a particular combination of C and 'y is
then calculated as the average over the n classification rates.

The difficulty with this way of determining the best C and -y combination,
is the enormous amount of time it can take. Take for example the following
scenario: we want to the determine the best C and -y combination out of 12
different C values and 11 different -y values. This comes down to a total of
132 different combinations. When we use 5-fold cross-validation, we need to
train and test 5 x 132 = 660 different SVMs. When the problem is large, and
training a single SVM therefore takes several hours, it would take months
to determine the best C and -y combination!

For large problems, like the ones we are dealing with in this thesis, it is
therefore not feasible to determine the best C and y combination, in this
way. In this experiment we will therefore figure out if there is some sort of
relation between the number of categories, the number of training examples
and the parameters C and y. If there is such a relation, we can easily deter-
mine the best C and -y combination for a large problem, by using a smaller
subset of this problem. This would drastically reduce the time to determine
the best C and -y combination, because the traintime of a SVM is quadratic
with the number of training examples

To determine if there exists such a relation, we will carry out the following
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experiment: determine the best C and y combination for several subprob-
lems of the large problem, where each subproblem has a different number of
examples and categories.

In this experiment we will use subproblems with a number of 10 and 20 cat-
egories and thereby use the following number of examples per category: 50,
100, 200, 400, 800 and 1600. This makes a total of twelve subproblerns. In
order to determine the best C and -y combinations, we will use the program
grid.py that comes with LIBSVM. Given a range for C and -y, a step value
for both parameters and a datafile of all the examples of a problem, grid.py
trains and tests a SVM, by means of 5-fold cross-validation, one by one for
each C and -y combination, and plots a graph of the classification rates of
the problem for all the different C and -y combinations. In this experiment
we will use 12 different C values, where C = 20,22,.. . ,220, 222, and 11 dif-
ferent -y values, where -y = 223,221,... making a total of 132
combinations for each subproblem.

The outcome of this experiment will show if there is some relation between
the number of categories, the number of training examples and the param-
eters C and -y.

Experiment 2 - Class imbalance (research question 3)

Now that we know which kernel and parameters to use, we will set up an
experiment with which we will determine the difference between training a
SVM with imbalanced data, and training a SVM with balanced data.

In order to determine this difference, we will set up the following experi-
ment: we will construct a datafile of an imbalanced set of examples, and
one of a set of balanced examples, while making sure that the total num-
ber of examples in both sets is equal. Besides that, we will use the same
examples in both sets as much as possible, so that the difference between
the SVM, caused by training with different examples, will be reduced to a
minimum. In order to get a better picture of the results, we will carry out
this experiment on a number of different sets of examples. These different
sets of examples will differ in the total number of examples per set. We will
use datasets of the following sizes: 10000, 20000, 40000, 80000 and 160000.

We will no longer test the constructed SVMs by means of n-fold cross-
validation, but we will generate a single (verified) testset, with which we
will test all the SVMs from now on. The documents in this testset will
have to be classified correctly, in order to see if the classifier really classifies
these documents into the correct categories. Like we saw earlier in the
introduction of this thesis, some of the documents that we use to train the
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SVMs with are falsely classified, because people have been mislabeling these
documents. When we use these possibly falsely labeled documents to test
a SVM with, it is clear that no value can be attached to the classification
rate of the SVM, because we can not know if the classifier is right or wrong.
Therefore we will need to manually check if every document in this testset
is classified correctly, and correct the class labels of the documents that are
not. The examples in the testset will have an imbalanced distribution over
the categories, in order to reflect the imbalanced distribution of the world
where the final classifier is going to be used in.

Experiment 3 - Stopword extraction (research question 1)

In this experiment we will take a look at the influence of stopword extraction
on the performance of a classifier.

For this experiment we will simply construct two classifiers by using two
different datafiles of the same set of train examples: one with stopword
extraction and one without stopword extraction. Generating a datafile with
the use of stopword extraction can simply be done by using a list of stopwords
to remove certain stopwords from the vocabulary, before generating the
datafile. We will remove the stopwords by using a list of stopwords consisting
of 99 stopwords. Testing the two classifiers will be done with the same
verified testset, we mentioned in experiment 2. We will also use the results
from the previous two experiments to construct the best possible classifier.

Experiment 4 - Different feature weighting (research question 5)

Until now we were using the standard frequency weighting method to reflect
the importance of a word for a document. We did this by just counting the
number of times a word occurred in a document. In this experiment we will
take a look at the other feature weighting methods, and see if they improve
the performance of a classifier. During this experiment, we will use the same
set of documents to train the SVMs, and the same set of documents to test
them, while we vary the feature weighting methods to create the datafiles of
these sets. The other feature weighting methods that will be examined are:
Boolean weighting, tf-idf weighting, tfc weighting, ltc weighting and entropy
weighting.

We will make a script for each feature weighting method that will not only
construct a vocabulary of the trainset, but will also calculate, and store the
constant parts of the feature weighting formulas that can be calculated be-
forehand, for each word of the vocabulary. For example, we will calculate
and store the following part of the tf-idf formula (see 1.3) for each word of the
vocabulary: log (i). \Ve will also make a script for each feature weighting
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method that will construct a datafile of a set of documents according to its
feature weighting method, while using these stored parts. Knowing that in
a datafile a document is represented as follows:
<class_label_id> <word_id_i>: <value_i> ... <word_id_n> : <value_n>
each script will generate the same datafiles, except for the values <value_i>.
These values will differ according to the feature weighting formulas as stated
in 1.3.

Experiment 5 - Dimensionality reduction (research question 6)

In this experiment we will examine a few different dimensionality reduction
techniques to see if we can reduce the dimensionality of the feature vector,
without reducing the classification rate of the classifier. The goal of this
dimensionality reduction is to improve the classification speed of classifier,
that is, the time that it takes to classify new documents. Like we said in
the restrictions section of this chapter (4.2), we will only examine feature
selection techniques and not feature extraction techniques. The feature se-
lection techniques that we will examine are: document frequency, mutual
information, information gain, chi-square and odds ratio.

We will construct a script for each of these techniques, that will remove a
certain part of the vocabulary, according to the formulas of the feature se-
lection techniques as stated in 1.4. When the vocabulary is reduced, we will
use the best feature weighting script of the previous experiment to convert a
set of documents into its datafile, and train the SVMs with these dataflies,
to see what difference the dimensionality reduction techniques make.

Experiment 6 - Multiclass SVM algorithm (research question 10)
In the final experiment we will try if the training speed, classification speed
or classification rate of a SVM can be improved by using another mul-
ticlass SVM method. Until now, we used the standard multiclass SVM
method of LJBSVM, namely: one-against-one, but in this experiment we
will take a look at the other two multiclass SVM methods: one-against-all
and DAGSVM. Chih-Wei Hsu and Chih-Jen Lin showed in [19] that one-
against-one is the most suitable multiclass SVM method, but we want to
examine if this is also true for the problems we are examining.

In order to examine the other two multiclass SVM methods, we will make use
of two modifications of LIBSVM, which makes LIBSVM make use of these
other two methods, instead of the standard one-against-one method. These
modifications can be found on the tools section of the LIBSVM website [8].
As said, we will use the results of the previous experiments to make the
other design questions for constructing the classifiers.
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5 Research results

In the last section of the previous chapter (4.3), we described 6 experiments
with which we will give answer to the research questions of this thesis. In
this chapter we will cover the results of these experiments.

5.1 Experiment 1

In the first experiment we will try if we can find some relation between the
number of categories, the number of examples, and the C and 'y parameter
for the radial kernel. Such a relation would make things a lot easier, because
then, we could determine the parameters of a large problem much quicker
by doing a grid search on a smaller (and therefore quicker) subproblem.

The following 6 figures show the results of the grid searches on 6 different
problems. All the 6 problems consist of 10 classes, but have different number
of examples that are used to train and test the SVMs with. The number
of examples that are used per problem, range from 50 to 1600 examples
per category. Each figure shows the recognition rates of the SVMs that are
trained with different C and -y combinations.
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a."

Figure 10: 10 classes, 800 examples per class Figure 11: 10 classes, 1600 examples per class

The first thing that catches the eye in the 6 figures above is that the shapes
of these figures are more or less the same, or in other words, all the top recog-
nition rates (the colored lines) for each problem can be found in roughly the
same area. And in this area, all problems have a best C and 'y combination
(at least) somewhere near C = 2 and 'y = 2—13. But before we jump to
conclusions, we will first take a look at the cases where each problem consists
of 20 classes instead of 10.

Figure 12: 20 classes, 50 examples per class Figure 13: 20 classes, 100 examples per class
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Figure 14: 20 classes, 200 examples per class Figure 15: 20 classes, 400 examples per class
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Figure 16: 20 classes, 800 Figure 17: 20 classes, 1600
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The figures of the 20 class problems again show a more or less same area in
which the top recognition rates can be found. But there is something strange
about all the results in this experiment. Every problem, no matter if we use
10 or 20 classes, with 50 or 1600 examples per class, has several completely
different C and y combinations that come up with the same recognition rate.
There are even an infinite number of totally different C and y combinations
per problem, that lead to the best recognition rate. These best combinations
all lie, more or less, on a line that runs from C = 26 and y = 2— to C = 220

and 'y = 2, and in most cases probably even further. This behavior seems
kind of strange, and made us look for some other researches that encountered
the same behavior. We found an answer to this behavior in [23]. Sathiya
Keerthi and Chih-Jen Lin state there in case 4, where they use 1/a2 =
the radial kernel parameter, that

"If a2 —' oo and C = Ôa2 where C is fixed then the SVM clas-
sifier converges to the Linear classifier with penalty parameter
C.,,

For the problems in this experiment, where we use -y instead of 1Ja2 as the
radial kernel parameter, this means that when y —' 0 and C = C/-y where
C is fixed, the SVM converges to the linear classifier with parameter C.
This behavior of C and -y is exactly what is going on in the problems of this
experiment! Roughly taken, the best recognition rates in each problem can
be found one a line between the points C = 210, -y = 2_13 and C = 220,
-y = 2_23. For each point on this line holds that -y —+ 0 and C = C/'y. This
would imply that the SVM converges to the linear classifier with parameter
C = 2—s! This could be interesting, because a linear classifier is only depen-
dent on the C parameter, and can be calculated much faster than the radial
kernel.

We will now try and see if this is really true; can we attain the same recogni-
tion rate with the linear kernel as with the radial kernel? In order to find an
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answer to this question we will take the 20 class problem with 1600 examples
per class, and determine the best classification rate of this problem that can
be attained with a linear classifier. We will find the best possible recognition
rate by training the linear SVM with a number of different C values that
are all around the estimated value of C = 2—s. In the following figure we
can see the recognition rates that were attained by the linear classifier for a
number of different C values.

Figure 18: 20 classes, 1600 examples per class, linear kernel

The figure shows us that the best recognition rate of the linear classifier,
with 82%, is indeed the same as its radial variant! Even the estimated best
value of C = 2— seems right. Although the best recognition rate is achieved
with C = 2—2, the estimation seems right, because C = 2— is second best
and is close to C = 22.

This result is great news, because it will make things a lot easier and faster
for the rest of this research. In the remaining experiments we will now use
the linear kernel and determine the best recognition rate by trying out just
a few different values for C, around C = 2—s.

5.2 Experiment 2

In this experiment we will figure out what the difference is between training
a SVM with balanced and imbalanced data.

We will set up a balanced and a imbalanced dataset for 5 problems, where
each problem consists of a different number of total documents (10000,
20000, 40000, 80000 and 160000). The documents of the imbalanced dataset
will be distributed over the classes in the same non-uniform way as in the
real world. For the larger problems, the balanced dataset might not be
completely balanced, because there just are not enough documents present
for the underrepresented classes to make it completely balanced. In these
cases we will not use the over-sampling method (see 1.1.3), to get enough
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examples for the underrepresented classes and keep the total number of train
documents equal to the imbalanced dataset, but we will just use some more
documents of the classes that have enough example documents. This will
hardly affect the balancedness of the dataset, because only the real small
classes do not have enough examples, and besides that, this problem will
only occur for the real large datasets. The following figure will show how
the documents of the balanced and imbalanced datasets of the 160000 prob-
lem will be distributed over the classes.

Figure 19: Balanced and imbalanced distribution of 160000 documents.

Besides these trainsets (that will most likely have a number of misclassi-
fied documents), we will also need a testset of which all the documents are
correctly classified. Therefore we will have to manually verify the classlabels
of each document of this testset.

The following figure shows the recognition rates that the classifiers attained
on the verified testest, when trained with the imbalanced and balanced train-
sets of different sizes.
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Figure 20: Recognition rates of classifiers that were trained with balanced
and imbalanced trainsets of different sizes.

For each of the 5 five problems, it holds that the classifier that is trained
with the imbalanced data has a higher recognition rate than the classifier
that was trained with the balanced data. It looks like it is better to train a
SVM with imbalanced data than with balanced data, but one can question
how well the recognition rate is distributed over the classes when imbalanced
data is used. It can well be that an imbalanced trainset will make the clas-
sifier focus on the overrepresented classes, for which documents occur more
frequent. This would result in a classifier that is very good in classifying
documents from these classes, but is very poor in classifying documents from
the underrepresented classes. In this way, a classifier attains a high over-
all performance, because the major part of the documents will be classified
correctly.

To see if this assumption is true, we will take a look at how well the docu-
ments of every class apart are classified, for both the balanced and imbal-
anced classifier. We will use the 160000 problem, for which the classifier that
was trained with the balanced data attained a recognition rate of 74.2%, and
the imbalanced variant attained a recognition rate of 78.2%. To see what
the difference is between training a SVM with balanced and with imbal-
anced data, we will do the following for both the balanced and imbalanced
classifier:
First we will will make a figure that shows the percentage of correctly classi-
fled test documents per class, and order this in descending way, so that the
class, of which most documents are classified correctly, will be at the most
left side on the x-axis. Underneath this figure we will plot a figure that has
the same ordering of classes, and shows how much test documents there are
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for each class. Note that the ordering of the classes will be different for the
balanced and imbalanced cases, but the same for both figures of the same
distribution (balanced or imbalanced).

I

0
Figure 21: Recognition rate distributon Figure 22: Recognition rate distributon

of the balanced classifier of the imbalanced classifier

—

_______________________________________________________ ______

'
Figure 23: Test document distribution

of the balanced classifier

The first thing that catches the eye is that, although the imbalanced clas-
sifier has a higher overall recognition rate than the balanced one (78.2%
against 74.2%), the area of figure 21 is much larger than that of figure 22.
This means that there are more classes with a high recognition rate with
the balanced classifier than with the imbalanced one. When we take a look
at the lower figures (figure 23 and 24), we can see that for the imbalanced
classifier, most of the overrepresented classes lie on the left side of the fig-
ure (and therefore have a relatively high recognition rate), and that these
classes are more spread out for the balanced classifier. This confirms our
assumption that the imbalanced classifier gets its high recognition rate from
trying to correctly classify as much documents of the frequently occurring
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classes as possible, while 'ignoring' the documents of the underrepresented
classes. This is obviously not the right way to make a useful text classifier.

These results make clear that training with balanced data is the only right
thing to do, even though the overall recognition rate of the classifier is lower
than the recognition rate of the imbalanced classifier. A positive thing comes
from figure 20, where we can see from the two dashed lines that, the more
train documents we use, the closer the recognition rate of the balanced classi-
fier comes to that of the imbalanced classifier. In the following experiments,
we will therefore use the balanced dataset, consisting of a total number
of 160000 documents to train the SVMs with, and the verified imbalanced
testset to test them with. (Using more than 160000 documents would slow
down the trainproces of the SVMs dramatically, because of the quadratic
time complexity of SVMs with the number of train documents)

5.3 Experiment 3

With this third experiment we will check what influence stopword extraction
has on the performance of a classifier, by looking at the difference between
training and testing a SVM with, and without stopword extraction.

Besides the standard choices for the experiments we have not conducted yet
(document frequency and one-against-one), we will use the results of the
previous two experiments to construct an as good as possible SVM. This
is why we will use balanced data, a linear kernel and a C value around
C = 2—s. In order to get the best possible recognition rates of the SVMs,
we will train the SVMs with a few different values around C = 2—s, but
for convenience of comparison, we will only report the results of the best
classifiers for both problems.

The results of the experiment showed that training a SVM with the use of
stopword extraction increases the recognition rate considerably, as opposed
to its variant where no stopword extraction is used. In this experiment the
recognition rate increased from 74.8171% without using stopword extrac-
tion, to 76.4194% with the use of stopword extraction (both recognition
rates were obtained with C = 2). Another, probably even more inter-
esting result of this experiment was, that it took about 27% less time to
train a SVM with the use of stopword extraction than without1 This result
is somewhat startling, because only 99 of the 279997 words were removed
from the vocabulary. These stopwords obviously occur so often, that remov-
ing them, significantly reduces the size of the datafiles with which the SVMs
are trained. These smaller datafiles make the training of a SVM much faster,
because of the lesser amount of computations that need to be calculated.
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These results convinced us to make use of stopword extraction in the remain-
ing experiments. But besides increasing the recognition rate, and reducing
the traintime, it is also more intuitive to use stopword extraction, because
stopwords should not have any influence on the choice of a classifier.

5.4 Experiment 4

With this experiment we will find out if we can improve the classification
rate of a SVM, by using some other feature weighting method than fre-
quency weighting. We will examine the following feature weighting methods:
Boolean weighting, frequency weighting, tf-idf weighting, tfc weighting, ltc
weighting and entropy weighting.

In this experiment we will use the standard one-against-one multiclass SVM
method and the results of the previous experiments (linear kernel, balanced
data and stopword extraction), to construct the SVMs with the different
feature weighting methods. We will again experiment a little with the C
parameter to get the best performance out of the SVMs. The best value for
C will however always be close to the estimated C = 2—s. For convenience
of comparison, we will only report the results of the best classifiers for each
feature weighting method.

The following figure shows the best recognition rates that were attained with
every one of the different feature weighting methods.

..I-.T Freun fl "• I ErO.i
F.ur, wsightlng m.thod

Figure 25: Recognition rates while using different feature weighting methods.

This experiment showed that the recognition rate of a classifier increases
enormously when tfc or ltc weighting is used, instead of standard frequency
weighting. The recognition rate increased from 76% with frequency weight-
ing. to a respectable 82% with tfc or ltc weighting! The price that we have
to pay for this increasing recognition rate, is that it takes a lot more time
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to construct a datafile of a set of documents with tfc and ltc weighting,
because we have to calculate more complicated computations for assigning
weights to the features of a document. It also takes more time to train a
SVM with a datafile that is constructed with tfc or ltc weighting (almost
3 hours for frequency weighting and 4 hours for tfc and ltc weighting), but
this is a small price for such a gain in the recognition rate. The increase
in the training time is partly due to using floats instead of integers, for the
weights of the features of a document.

Entropy weighting resulted in a somewhat disappointing increase in the
recognition rate, as opposed to frequency weighting. Although it takes an
enormous amount of time to calculate the sophisticated feature values of all
the documents, there was only a minor increase in the recognition rate of
the classifier. Entropy weighting takes that long to calculate, because, in
order to determine the feature values, it has to loop through every one of
the documents, for each word in the vocabulary.

The results of this experiment strongly suggest to use either tfc or ltc weight-
ing instead of frequency weighting. From now on, we will use ltc weighting,
because, besides that ltc weighting came up with the highest recognition
rate, it is also more intuitive than tfc weighting, because it reduces the
effects of large differences in frequencies (see 1.3).

5.5 Experiment 5

With this fifth experiment, we will try to speed up the train and test time of
a classifier, by reducing the dimensionality of the feature vector, under the
condition that the recognition rate of the classifier is not (significantly) re-
duced. In order to realize this dimensionality reduction of the feature vector,
we will experiment with the following feature selection methods: document
frequency (DOCYREQ), mutual information (MI), information gain (IG),
chi-square (CHI) and odds ratio (OR).

In [17] and [50] we can see that the dimensionality of a feature vector can
easily be reduced up to 90%, without harming the performance of the clas-.
sifier. In this experiment, we will use an aggressivity level of 0.75, which
means that we will remove 75% of the words of the vocabulary by means
of the feature selection methods. The vocabulary will therefore be reduced
from 279898 to 69974 words. We will use this aggressivity level instead of
0.9, because we want to make the gain in train and test speed as high as
possible, but we most certainly do not want to harm the recognition rate of
the classifier.

In the following figure we will see what effect the different dimensionality
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reduction techniques have on the recognition rate of the classifier. The bar
at the most left side, represents the recognition rate that is attained without
any form of dimensionality reduction, and is meant for comparison.

.V0d

Figure 26: Recognition rates while using different dimensionality reduction methods.

This experiment, first of all, showed that MI (just like in [50]) and OR sig-
nificantly reduce the recognition rate of the classifier, when an aggressivity
level of 0.75 is used, and are therefore not useful for dimensionality reduc-
tion. The other three methods (DOCYREQ, IG and CHI) on the other
hand, show hardly any reduction in the recognition rate and can therefore
be very useful. It is surprising that a simple method like DOC.FREQ, which
simply removes non-frequent words, performs evenly well as the more com-
plicated IC and CHI methods. This, once again, confirms the fact, found by
Yang and Pedersen in [50], that DOC...FREQ is not just an ad hoc approach,
but is a reliable method for reducing the dimension of the feature vector.
Yang and Pedersen showed that there is a strong correlation between IG,
CHI and DOCYREQ, and that therefore DOC..FREQ can be used instead
of IC and CHI just as well.

Now that we know that we can safely reduce the dimensionality of the feature
vector with 75% by using DOCYREQ, IC or CHI, we shall now take a look
at the gain in train and test speed of this reduction. All the three interesting
methods reduced the traintime of the SVM from 4 hours down to about 3
hours. This is a nice result, but a reduction in the testtime would be even
nicer, because this would reduce the time that people have to wait when they
want their document classified. The reduction in the testtime is however,
somewhat disappointing. The testtime only reduced with about 5%, and
therefore makes dimensionality reduction not very useful. However, we will
use DOC.FREQ, because it does reduce the traintime and does remove a
lot of unimportant words from the vocabulary.
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5.6 Experiment 6

In this final experiment, we will see what difference training with the other
multiclass SVM methods bring about. We will experiment with the follow-
ing two multiclass SVM methods: one-against-one and DAGSVM.

First we will discuss the results of the DAGSVM method. Training a SVM
with DAGSVM is exactly the same as with the standard one-against-one
method (see 3.5), and therefore has the same traintime. However, DAGSVM
did drastically reduce the testtime of the classifier with about 75%! The
downpart of classifying documents with DAGSVM, is that DAGSVM only
comes up with the winning category, and does not give probability estimates
for all the categories. If this is enough for the problem the classifier is needed
for, than DAGSVM is a wise choice, because the recognition rate and train-
time is about the same as with one-against-one, but DAGSVM has a much
quicker way to classify new documents.

One-against-all on the other hand, seems to be useless for the large problems
we are discussing in this research. Training a SVM with one-against-all took
more than 10 times as long as with one-against-one and DAGSVM, and took
more than a day. This enormous increase in traintime is due to the fact that
every one of the SVMs that will be constructed with one-against-all, have
to be trained with everyone of the training documents, and the time that
it takes to train a SVM is quadratic with the number of examples that it is
trained with. The fact that considerably less SVMs have to be constructed
with one-against-all as opposed to one-against-one and DAGSVM (144 in-
stead of 10296), does not compensate the increase in traintime per SVM.
The testtime of a SVM that is built with one-against-all, also increased
with a factor 10, resulting in a SVM that took more than 2 seconds per
document to classify. The recognition rate of the classifier was, however,
about the same as the classifiers that were trained with one-against-one and
DAGSVM.

The results of this experiment make clear that, the one-against-one method
was a good choice after all and that, only when the classifier is constructed
for a problem where no probability estimates are needed, the DAGSVM is
a better choice.
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6 Conclusion

In this chapter we will present the conclusions that can be drawn from the
results of the researches we have done. These conclusions together will give
answer to the main research question of this thesis:

What choices can best be made in the design process of an au-
tomatic text classifier for large-scale and complex real world test
categorization problems?

We will discuss the conclusions of the research questions one by one, and
in the same order as these research questions were presented in 4.1. This
way, we will set up a chronological step-by-step plan for the design process
of automatic text classifiers for large-scale and complex real world text cat-
egorization problems.

Most of the conclusions were already drawn in chapter 5, because we needed
them to continue to the next experiment, so we will mainly recapitulate
these conclusions in this chapter.

Stopword extraction

The results of experiment 3 (see 5.3), showed that the extraction of stop-
words is a great way to improve the automatic text classifier. It not only
improves the recognition rate, but also drastically reduces the time that it
takes to train the classifier. Besides these positive results, it is also more
intuitive to use stopword extraction, because stopwords should not have any
influence on the classification process of a classifier. And finally we can state
that stopword extraction is also very easy to implement, because we only
have to remove the words of the stoplist from the vocabulary.

Stemming

In this research we did not experiment with stemming, because we thought
it would not improve the performance of a classifier. Especially in our case,
where documents will contain a lot of spelling mistakes and short catch-
words, stemming will rather have a negative than a positive effect on the
classification rate of the classifier. Our advice is therefore not to use stem-
ming, but it can well be that stemming does improve the classifiers for other
text categorization problems.

Class imbalance

With experiment 2 (see 5.2) we extensively investigated the differences be-
tween training a classifier with balanced and imbalanced data. The results
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of this experiment showed that a classifier that is trained with imbalanced
data reaches a higher recognition rate than a classifier that is trained with
balanced data, but comes with a major drawback. Training with imbalanced
data will make a classifier very good in classifying documents that belong to
the overrepresented classes, but extremely bad in classifying documents that
belong to the underrepresented classes. In most cases such a phenomenon
is not desirable, and therefore training with a balanced dataset is the only
wise thing to do.

Features

We did not experiment with different kinds of feature representations of a
text document, to train a classifier with, but we chose to use only the Bag Of
Words representation. Besides that this way of representing a text document
is widely accepted and is the most used way to do this, it seemed to be a
very good choice. The recognition rate of over 82% that we attained for
the difficult problem of this research, was above our expectations. However,
this of course does not mean that the other methods could not have been
an even better choice. Letter n-grams for instance, seem very promising
for problems with a lot of spelling mistakes, like the one we used in this
research. Word n-grams could also be interesting, because good results are
accomplished with it (see [16]), but our guess is that it only duplicates the
information carried in single word features. On the other hand, the linguistic
approach of representing text documents is still not far enough developed,
and is not very useful in practice yet.

Feature weighting

Experiment 4 (see 5.4) clearly showed us that tfc and ltc weighting are the
best ways to reflect the importance of a feature/word for a document. Ltc
weighting was slightly better than tfc weighting, and is also more intuitive
than tfc weighting, because it reduces the effects of large differences in fre-
quencies (see 1.3). This is why we suggest the use of ltc weighting, to assign
weights to features, for the problems we discuss in this thesis.

Dimensionality reduction

Although we introduced dimensionality reduction as practically essential for
large-scale text categorization problems, the results of experiment 5 (see 5.5)
showed that this was in fact not completely true. Dimensionality reduction
did indeed reduce the time that is needed to train a classifier, and did reduce
the time that it takes to classify new documents, but did not have the ex-
pected tremendous result that would make dimensionality reduction really
essential. Because of this, and because of the fact that the recognition rate
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of the classifier did worsen (although slightly) with all dimensionality reduc-
tion methods, we suggest not to use any dimensionality reduction method.
However, if the reductions in train- and testtime are valuable for a specific
problem, we suggest the document frequency method with an aggressivity
level around 0.75. The results of experiment 5 showed that the only three di-
mensionality reduction techniques that hardly decreased the recognition rate
of a classifier are: document frequency, information gain and chi-square (of
which document frequency came out best). However, document frequency
is by far the most easiest method to implement of these three. All you have
to do is: keep 25% of the words of the vocabulary that occur most frequent
in different training documents, and expunge the rest of the words from the
vocabulary.

Machine learning algorithm

The question about which machine learning algorithm we should use, was
actually not really a question in this research. We decided to use the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) learning algorithm, and we discussed in great detail
why we made this choice, in chapter 2. We, of course, can not be sure if this
was a wise decision after all, but we can say that the traintime, the testtime
and the recognition rate of the classifier exceeded all our expectations.

Kernel

Experiment 1 (chapter 5.1) made clear that the linear kernel is the best
choice for large-scale and complex text categorization problems. The per-
formance of the linear kernel is equally good as the radial kernel (because
the radial kernel converges to the linear one for such problems), but is much
easier to calculate. Besides that, no extra parameter needs to be optimized
for the linear kernel, as opposed to the radial kernel.

Parameters
Because of the fact that the linear kernel is the best choice for the problems
discussed in this thesis, we only have to deal with the C parameter of the
SVM. The best way of finding the best value of this C parameter, is by using
a small grid-search around C = 2, and pick the one where the performance
is at its highest. When you notice that the performance of the classifier is
still increasing at a boundary of your grid search, you have to continue your
search for the best value, in this direction.

SVM solving algorithm

In this research we used the software package LIBSVM [8], to construct a
SVM, because we did not want to implement the SVM solving algorithms
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ourselves. Implementing these algorithms is extremely difficult and takes
a lot of time. LIBSVM makes use of a simplification of both SMO andl1ght, and worked fine for our problem.

Multiclass method

The results of experiment 6 (see 5.6) showed that the one-against-one method
is the best multiclass method for large-scale and complex text categorization
problems. Only when the classifier is constructed for a problem where it is
enough to let the classifier determine the winning class, and no probability
estimates for all the classes are needed, DAGSVM is a better choice. In
these cases, DAGSVM has a considerable faster way of classifying new doc-
uments than one-against-one.

\Ve will conclude this thesis with a summary of the choices that can best
be made in the design process of an automatic text classffier for large-scale
and complex real world text categorization problems.

Design question Answer
Stopword extraction Yes
Stemming No
Class imbalance Use balanced traindata
Features Bag Of Words
Feature weighting Ltc
Dimensionality reduction None
Machine learning algorithm SVM
Kernel Linear
Parameters Around C = 2
SVM solving algorithm Simplification of both SMO and 54lIght
Multiclass method One-against-one
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7 Future work
In this last chapter, we will discuss some issues that were left unanswered
in this thesis because of time shortage, but are interesting enough to be
investigated in future research.

A first thing that would be interesting to do some further research on, is the
use of different features to represent the documents with. In this research
we only used the Bag Of Words approach, but word n-grams, and especially
letter n-grams look very interesting ways to represent documents. Word
n-grams could improve the recognition rate of the classifier somewhat, and
letter n-grams seem very promising, because they can cope with spelling
mistakes.

It would also be interesting to take a look at the use of a hierarchical struc-
ture of classifiers. Such a structure consists of several classifiers that are
arranged in a hierarchical, tree-like way. The classifier in the first layer will
make the distinction between combinations of several classes, and the second
layer of classifiers will classify the documents of specific groups of classes into
the classes itself. A possible hierarchy could be to combine all vehicles, all
electronics, all house related products, etcetera. The first classifier will then
decide to which group of classes a document belongs, and the classifier for
that group will actually place the document into its class. The classification
process of a document would go as follows: when a car-document is offered
to the classifier, the first layer will place it in the vehicle-class, and the ve-
hicle classifier in the second layer will then classify the document into the
car-class. The classifier in the first layer, that will have to place a document
into a group of classes, will probably have a high recognition rate, because
these groups are quite distinct from each other. The classifiers in the second
layer on the other hand will have a much more difficult job, because all the
documents that belong to a group will have something in common. It would
be interesting to see if a hierarchical structure of classifiers will have a better
performance than a single classifier.
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Appendices

Appendix A

This appendix is used for calculations in 3.1.

= IltII2_>ai(yi(1ii+b)_1)

=

= IIti9I — y(t2Y i) + ay1b —

=

=

{Substitute equation 6: ajyj = 0)

=

=

{Substitute equation 7: t1
=

=
i=1 j=1 i=1 j=1 1=1

= Iai_ >yjyjcjaj(i .)
i=1 i=1 j=1
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Appendix B

This appendix is used for calculations in 3.1.

Ld =
i= i=1 j=1

{Substitute: D13 = yjyj(±

= — >IajajDjj
1=1 i=1 j=1

=
a — a1 i: aD3

= aj—Iaj(D5)j

= -Dt+a
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